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critical eye over are not without fault either, with the biggest problems reviled to be those of black boxing, 
subjectivity in surveying, and enablement of misinterpretation through presenting only rank positions of 
countries, and not index scores.
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Where is best? In the 19th century, conquests and colonies helped the world answer this 

question. In the 20th century two world wars, a cold war, and indeed a range of other localised 

wars helped the world answer this question. In the 21st century, we have journalists, bloggers 

and marketing professionals answering the question for us through - the key to this piece - 

nation brand ranks. So, where is best? In 2019, the answer to that is Germany, the United 

States, Japan, Finland, France or Sweden depending on the rank one takes as truth. 

Admittedly, thus far this work has been somewhat hyperbolic, greatly oversimplifying, and 

perhaps using a hint of irony too, but there is little denying that nation brand and place brand 

ranks are becoming commonplace in the media-sphere, and by extend the public psyche, in 

the same way that similar rankings of University quality have become entrenched in the minds 

of students.  

Whereas there has been much written about the flaws and pitfalls of University ranks – Dill & 

Soo (2005); Soh (2016); Corbeil, Khan and Valdés-Corbeil (2018) - far less has been written 

about nation brand ranks, something highlighted by Gertner (2011).  This work seeks to begin 

filling this gap, joining the likes of Anholt (2006, 2010) and Mordhorst (2019), taking a critical 

view of nation branding and specifically nation branding ranks. Aside from filling a gap in the 

research field, it is prudent to ask why is a critical analysis of nation branding ranks needed? 

Firstly, because if there is a growing demand/interest from the public for such ranks, there is 

hence a need to ensure the ranks are being comprised - from a mechanical, interpretational 

and practical point of view - as soundly as possible. Secondly, because increasingly countries 

are invested in their nation brand efforts. For example, Australia now has a government 

produced website dedicated to developing the nation brand of Australia, this is more than the 

typical tourism website one might expect. Similarly, the United Kingdom has paid for 

additional UK focused questions to be asked in surveying conducted by one prominent rank. 

Thirdly, and related to the previous example, because there is money behind these ranks. The 

most prominent ranks - the ranks covered by this work - are run by nation brand consultancy 

firms, thusly they aim to turn a profit. Nation branding is business (Mordhorst, 2019, pp. 195-

197). Now, this work does not want to imply that these consultancy firms are engaged in shady 

practices, but it does want to emphasise that when methodologies are hidden, when 

governments can pay for additional services, and when they decide themselves what 

constitutes a ‘good’ nation brand, all at least partly in the name of profit, that there should be 

scrutiny placed upon them. As of yet, this scrutiny is lacking. 





A critical analysis is apt, but this work seeks to practice what it preaches as it were, by 

constructing its own rank based on the nation brand efforts of government themselves and 

overcoming the supposed flaws of current ranks. Specifically, this work creates an objective, 

composite index of EU country brand strength. Through building its own index, this work can 

better understand the flaws and criticism that it brings up through the theory section, allowing 

for a richer set of concluding remarks and recommendations to be made - both for the rankers 

themselves, but also for future research. To an extent, conducting this exercise can also help 

those wishing to gain a better understanding of how ranking works. Now, one does not want 

to patronise an expert of the field here, but it does want to offer something to those 

practitioners, academics or otherwise; to offer a glimpse at the often-hidden mythologies of 

prominent rankers.  Additionally, and not a primary aim of this work, but certainly a result 

worth highlighting, it allows smaller nations to see where they would place on a nation brand 

rank. Often, the prominent ranks are highly selective in the nations they cover. For example, 

Estonia is often hailed - as will be discussed later in this work - as the nation branding success 

story (Jordan, 2014), yet Estonian officials would be hard-pressed to know how successful 

they really are given that near-never are they included in the prominent ranks.  

Of the substance of this work: section two clearly outlines the objectives of this work, 

succinctly stating the work’s three core aims. In chapter three, a theoretical background 

comprised of defining key concepts: power both hard and soft, geopolitics, geoeconomics, 

country branding, and country brand; an overview of prominent country brand and soft power 

ranks and indexes; and a critical analysis of the practical, mechanical, and interpretational 

issues of ranks and indexes. Within this chapter, an overview of nation branding as 

understood by each of the EU-27 countries along with some other key countries is given. This 

provides an understanding of nation brand from the viewpoint not of academics or 

practitioners, rather the nations themselves - something little done in the past, bar in-depth 

case studies such as those of Jordan. In chapter four, it will outline the ten steps taken to 

produce the less analytically flawed model used to create the index of European country 

brand strength. Chapter five is where the results of the model are given, allowing this work to 

provide it’s answer to ‘Where Is Best?’ in the EU for 2017. And of course, by this point the work 

hope that ‘Where Is Best?’ can be read somewhat tongue-in-cheek, indeed a title and question 

that serves to criticise the matter-of-factness that indexes and ranks often present 

themselves with, and too are interoperated as. This section also provides a discussion of the 

result, highlighting the model’s own flaws and shortcomings. The work ends with chapter six, 

offering concluding remarks reflecting on the overall work, its shortcomings, 

recommendations for future research, and a short nod to the future. 





This is an experimental thesis utilising little tried research methods. This said, it utilises 

guidance from the OECD, and draws inspiration from the 2010 work of Marc Fetscherin: The 

determinants and measurement of a country brand: the country brand strength index. A 

decade ago, Fetscherin set about improving the craft of country brand indexing. Both then 

and today, the most notable measures – ranks and indexes – of country brands are private 

companies, with hidden - and indeed questionable - methodologies. Hence, aiming to make 

improvements by exploring the literature and indexes, then built his own index based on these 

criticisms. This paper will follow a similar structure through exploring the literature and 

building an original index. The OECD’s handbook on index construction from 2008 is used as 

a foundation for this works index. So, although an experimental work, it is nevertheless a 

previously tested approach that follows both academic and industry good practice.  

As mentioned, the theory that currently exists on country/nation branding is disparate and 

underdeveloped (Mariutti and Tench, 2014; Hildreth, 2010) - even with ten years passing 

since Fetscherin’s work. Yet, it is a phenomenon that is - and increasingly so - being practiced 

in the ‘real world’ (Dinnie in Fetscherin, 2010, pp.467). This thesis seeks to be the first in many 

years (approximately five), based on as detailed a review of possible on the current indexes 

and research literature, to craft a new less analytically flawed index of European Country 

Brands, with the exception of - the albeit still flawed for reasons to be discussed - Brand 

Finance’s Global Soft Power Index, an index launched in February 2020, after the 

commencement of this work. In order to do so it draws from a wide range of sources, but uses 

Mariutti and Tench’s 2014 paper - Are we talking the Same Language? Challenging Complexity 

in Country Brand Models - as a jumping board. Unlike prominent works, it supplements the 

academic and practitioner’s literature by collating the nation branding definitions and aims of 

EU countries. This approach brings a new and much needed viewpoint that allows for a more 

meaningful index to be created, key when working with such abstract terms. To this author’s 

knowledge and with a willingness to stand corrected, it is the first - with the debatable 

exception of Anholt’s ‘Good Country’ - to do so on an open-source basis, that is to say all data 

and calculations are free to any and all to access. Crucially, this allows for the index to be 

tested, repeated, and crucially criticised. As stated, this work achieves its goals by building 





on the foundations laid by Marc Fetscherin’s 2010 work, including by adopting his (in this 

author’s opinion overly simplistic) model construction as a starting point.   

Perhaps surprisingly, much of the academic literature currently available is more anecdotal 

than analytical. This claim is more than anecdotal in itself. In a 2011 work by Gertner, they 

found through their extensive review of place branding article publications between 1990-

2009, some 200 of the 212 publications were found to be “almost entirely based on the 

authors’ personal opinions” (pp. 96). Should we want to make meaningful improvement to the 

country branding sector from both an academic standpoint and a practitioner’s one, this 

opinion driven research needs to change. This work hopes to encourage this transition by 

being a critical voice – albeit an imperfect one itself - and moving towards data-driven 

research. One opinion of note, however, comes from the ‘father of nation branding’ - Simon 

Anholt. In a 2006 editorial he expressed his changed opinion on his field: “National image, I 

have argued, is like a juggernaut without wheels, and imagining that it can really be shifted by 

so weak an instrument as marketing communications is an extravagant delusion.” (pp. 272). 

To call this a U-turn would be accurate, and it highlights a turbulence that needs to be 

addressed within the field. Returning to Gertner, they also found that 196 of the 212 made no 

recommendations for future research, with only 12 “stated research questions and advanced 

and tested models or hypotheses”. Although this work and its research aims are perhaps 

constructed in an unorthodox way, they are still grounded in theory, and its creative method 

is built from the foundations of past works. In short, there is an academic grounding, and 

unlike much of the published work currently occupying the field the outputs of this work are 

not opinion driven. In the same work, Gertner expressed frustration at the lack of quantitative 

studies in the field. Although this work is not quantitative in the traditional sense, it does bring 

a statistical and data-driven approach to solving some of the problems currently plaguing the 

indexing industry. 

This work offers a critical deconstruction of nation brand rankings, and the creation of a less 

theoretically flawed index of European country brand strength. Specifically, it aims to do the 

following: 

> Provide an understanding of ‘nation brand’ from a government/country perspective; 

> Critically assess the successes and failures of prominent ranks and indexes; 

> Develop a less analytically flawed index of EU country brand strength.   





This theory section is split into four parts. Firstly, ‘Transforming Global Rules’ (03.A.). This 

section offers an overview of the foundational concepts that this paper feels are necessary 

to have - at least a surface level - understanding of before entering the realm of nation brands 

and nation branding: power, nation states, geopolitics, and geoeconomics. Secondly, ‘Country 

Branding, Country Brand’ (03.B.), a section that digs deeper into the subject matter of the 

indexes in question, offering definitions, history, and context. Additionally, it is in this section 

data from each EU country is collected, to offer an understanding of what nation branding 

means to each country in practice. Penultimately, ‘Nation Brand Indexes’ (03.C.), which offers 

an overview of the most prominent nation brand indexes coupled with a brief background to 

ranking in a general sense. Problems specific to these indexes are also discussed in part here, 

but primarily through 03.D. The final section (03.D.) helps with the efforts of the methods 

section (04.), where more general issues with the development, interpretation and indeed act 

of indexing itself are discussed. The section draws from the University sector specifically 

because indexing has been long used in the sector, and with this longer history of indexing 

has come a longer history of critique, something all nation indexes - measuring brand or 

otherwise - still seems to lack in academic literature.  

It is said that the only rule in the social sciences is that an established democracy does not 

go to war with another established democracy, but another rule could easily be that every 

generation of up-and-coming scholars will claim that the world is changing like never before. 

This paper shall not break this rule, to this author's eyes since the end of the cold war, and 

more recently 9/11, the rules by which governments and leaders around the world play are 

different. Covid-19 will - it seems - change this further. This section seeks to unpack some of 

these transformations and disruptions to the global system: the resurgence of soft power, the 

shift from geopolitics to geoeconomics, and the changing behaviours and roles of a country 

through place branding. These shifts underpin why country ranking has come to be. 





What is power? Well, like the comparative measuring of countries in the indexes this work 

focuses on, in 1993 Huntington reinforced the idea to the world that “power is only relative”. 

By this it is meant that power - be it the power of an individual, a government or indeed any 

entity with agency - is only meaningful in so much as it can be compared to others. Even 

absolute power, the idea that one holds all power, is relative. For example, if – hypothetically 

- Finland held all the power in the world, its power is only meaningful if there are other 

countries with no power, i.e. countries for that power to be wielded over. Finland has all the 

power relative to the power held by all other countries. This example can be extended, for if 

Finland has all the power in the world, but there are no other countries, then the power of 

Finland – absolute or otherwise – is essentially meaningless.  Our global systems need and 

have relative power; countries compete for more power than their competitors more than they 

compete for absolute power (ibid, pp. 69). Applying history to theory - even the largest of 

entities such as the British Empire at its peak, or the USA and USSR during the cold war - 

states do not seek to collect all the power, but as much power as possible given a complex 

system of allies and enemies. Because of the relative nature of power, the pursuit of gaining 

more at the expense of rivals has, is, and likely will continue to drive the world into some of 

its darker days. A bleak picture perhaps, but as Huntington continues, “Almost nothing 

beneficial in the world happens except by the exercise of power.” (ibid, pp. 70). It is the same 

power that leads to pioneering efforts such as the United Nations in the twentieth century, or 

the Paris Climate Accord in the twenty first. Country brand indexes are a measure of relative 

power of sorts - the ‘sorts’ to be defined as this chapter continues. Hence, it is key that this 

work offers a more detailed understanding of the key concept of power, as this in turn allows 

for an understanding of how important the power a nation brand index really holds, and indeed 

the power indexes have in-and-of-themselves. 

Bilgin and Eliş write (albeit to cast criticism) “Realist IR takes power to be the most 

fundamental feature of world politics.” (2008, pp. 6).  Even if one does not subscribe to the 

school of Realist IR, the importance of ‘power’ to the social sciences is in-dismissible. Country 

brand indexes both measure an element of a country’s power and are tools of power in and 

of themselves. On the latter, they are tools in at least three ways. Firstly, that the result of the 

index is a tool to be wielded by the more successful countries, they have an empirical measure 

of an aspect of their power. From practitioners' accounts, we know that states will pay large 

sums of money to have place brand consultants offer assistance to improve their brand, 

getting this to the ‘successful country’ status (Anholt, 2019). There can be more sinister sides 





to parading one’s brand on the catwalk of the world, take Butan and the World Happiness 

Report. Critics (Mørch, 2016; Budathoki, 2019) have argued that Butan’s successes in the 

realm of happiness success and happiness related policy has allowed them to gloss over 

gross human rights violations - especially regarding the expulsion of Lhotshampas - on the 

international stage, pushing these accusations to the back of the minds of the wider global 

population; Buthan is the ‘happy country’, not the ‘genocide country’. Secondly, they are tools 

for international agencies to encourage development, and to highlight failings. To offer 

another Nordic example, Finland’s slip downwards in recent iterations of the Press Freedom 

Index - an index it topped from 2010 until 2017 - was heavily covered, debatably placing 

greater than would have otherwise been expected pressure on the Bäckman-Aro scandal and 

general press failings (Yle, 2018; Yle, 2019). Thirdly, they are tools for the creators (usually 

consultancy firms) themselves, either for societal good and/or for organisational profit. 

Examples of indexes for good include could include the United Nation’s World Happiness 

Report, a one-question index with wide and detailed analysis surrounding it to offer insight on 

what about the places we live in affects our subjective wellbeing. Or if one widens the scope 

to binary rather than relative measures, and to something a little more tangible, the Bechdel 

Test, a test that offers a yes-no indexable result for meaningful female inclusion in fiction. On 

the reverse, for organisational profit specifically, one looks to all but Fetscherin’s index 

explored in this paper – all indexes make some financial profit directly or indirectly from their 

work, and the consultancy services they can offer from that. Anholt has even asked for the 

public to pay a ‘good country tax’, which is essentially a donation to his company. Similarly, 

Bloom has used their index as marketing for their wider reputation-tracking services. This is 

of course not binary, and one should not cast aspersions about a company’s desire to do both 

‘good’, and generate profit, but as a community we should be at least critical and indeed weary 

of how this dichotomy may affect indexing outcomes. 

To defining power; Nye wrote: “Power, like love, is easier to experience than to define or 

measure.” (2007, pp. 60), to a 2020 audience this may read a touch overly romantic, but it 

does lead to the question of how indeed can power be defined? Well much like love, in a vast 

number of ways. There are a wide range of definitions from multiple fields, but the this author 

can set one parameter, that is this research is only interested in power held, sought after and 

wielded by a country - country, be that the ruling power or leader of a country, or the idea of 

a country itself (e.g. perceptions of a specific country by others, such as one might see the 

USA as mighty, but not President Trump). Dahl’s definition from 1957 is the starting point for 

this work’s understanding of power: “A has power over B to the extent that he can get B to do 





something that B would not otherwise do” (Dahl 1957 in Lukes, 2015, pp. 262). This definition 

is wide, something suitable for a work that does not focus on power exclusively such as this. 

Although well and good to use the above definition of Dahl, it would be amiss not to look to 

alternatives, not only to allow this work to gain a holistic understanding of the concept, but 

also because since Dahl’s field-altering work in over sixty years ago, many including himself 

have updated the definition. Love-metaphor-coiner Nye offered an improvement in 2009: 

power is: “the ability to affect others to get the outcomes one wants” (in Wagner, 2014). Two 

points of departure set this apart from Dahl’s 1957 definition in subtle but significant ways. 

Firstly, as power is relative B’s losses will be A’s gains regardless, but it is still of note to see 

the two-placing emphasis on different sides of this balance. Whereas Dahl makes it clear B 

(the recipient of A’s power) would not otherwise do something without A’s power being 

wielded - B’s response being the foucs - Nye focused on the gains that A makes. 

Pleasantly paradoxically, the operationalist ‘working’ definition that this paper needs is 

somewhat at odds with Dahl, who as a conceptual theorist called for a ‘pure meaning’ of power 

(Dahl 1957, in Lukes, 2015, pp. 265). And yet, it is Dahl’s 1957 definition that is the definition 

of choice for this work. This definition, although updated since, is the simplest. Crucially, it 

allows for clear differentiation between - and development of an understanding of - hard and 

soft power. As aforementioned, the difference between Dahl and Nye’s definitions are subtle, 

and although significant to understanding power in a general sense, are ultimately of little 

significance to this work. Nye does however remind us of something critical. Nye reminds that 

power might well be abstract like love, but we still see it manifest through that which is less 

abstract: “Because the ability to influence others is usually associated with the possession of 

certain resources, political leaders commonly define power this way.” (2007, pp. 60). Hence, 

and to return to the example of love one final time - even if love is not tangible, we still see it 

manifest itself through the likes of gifts, experiences, music and affection; and much like 

websites and mobile apps attempt to measure our capacity for love - as do we do the same 

with power. Leaders and citizens alike may see power expressed through military might, 

appealing ideologies, financial resource and political stability. We can measure this power 

through indexes such as the one this work will create.  

With a definition of power and an understanding of its importance to this work and to country 

indexing generally now found, one must now understand the types of power wieldable. Power 

comes in many forms, but simply put it can be placed into two - often blurred at the edges - 

camps: hard and soft. Once, hard power was seen primarily as ‘resource power’ (Smith-

Windsor, 2000, pp. 52), indeed this was the view when Nye first proposed the concept of soft 





power. Now, for a fuller hard power definition with regards to nation states, and one that is 

now the commonly accepted understanding. In the eyes of many, hard power can be boiled 

down to the coercive and threatening, usually seen as the military and economic clout that a 

nation has at its disposable (ibid; Wilson, 2008, pp. 114). Essentially, should country A have 

more guns (assuming all other variables are equal) than country B, then A has more hard 

power than B. Or, if A can apply economic sanctions more detrimental to B than the 

repercussions of such an action are to itself, then A has more hard power. And, if the 

espionage capabilities of A can be utilised against B more effectively than B utilises their own 

against A, then A has more hard power. There are critics of this envisaging of hard power - 

notably Bilgin and Eliş, 2008. They argue that there is a gross oversimplification when it comes 

to simply counting “guns and bombs” in order to assess who has the greatest hard power, 

and they ascribe this to being a problem with realism itself, and its aim of ‘doing science’, “...it 

studied the only dimension of power that can be (seemingly) easily operationalized: military 

(and sometimes economic) capacity. The ‘scientism’ of realist IR, which rests on a narrow 

notion of science which no longer reigns in the natural or social sciences…” (pp. 8). This work 

must agree, hard power is more than the material. Hard power is the active coercion of a 

secondary entity. Naturally, this will often mean with physical force, and historically this has 

been the case, but hard power is about the active threatening of one power over the other. In 

essence, it is when A - activity rather than passively - gets B to do something that it would 

not otherwise do. 

As earlier stated, the two camps of hard and soft power are most certainly blurred. Some have 

even called for a combining of the two into the new concept of ‘smart power’ - a term coined 

either by Joseph Nye and/or Suzanne Nossel in the early twenty-noughties (Wilson, 2008), 

but both the debate of the coiner and an deeper investigation into smart power is out with the 

work of this thesis. What one can accept is that the two – hard and soft – are on a spectrum 

(Wagner, 2005; Smith-Windsor, 2000). Nye first defined soft power in 1990 (pp. 166): 

“A state may achieve the outcomes it prefers in world politics because other states want to follow it or 

have agreed to a situation that produces such effects. In this sense, it is just as important to set the agenda 

and structure the situations in world politics as to get others to change in particular cases.” 

This is a definition accepted by all (Kaimbi & Shafer, 2017) bar a few exceptions (notably 

Simon Anholt). Later, Nye places the concept onto a conceptual spectrum, a useful analytical 

tool: 

  





Adapted from Nye, Bound to Lead, 1990, pp. 267 

Hard Command 

Power 

Coercion Inducement Agenda Setting Attraction Soft Co-optive 

Power 

 

Focusing on the right of this spectrum, and to return to Dahl’s first and formulaic definition of 

soft power; it could be written as country A - through attractiveness or co-opting, not threat 

or direct order - gets country B to do what it otherwise would not. Soft power is the tools that 

are not brute military or economic force. In more practical terms, “attitudes and influence over 

others, cultural persuasion” (ibid). The logic of soft power can be applied to many actors, Nye 

has used the examples of the parent over the teenager, and (and returning to their metaphors 

of love) the less armoured over the more armoured in a monogamous relationship. For a 

country to increase their soft power capacity, essentially that means they exhibit a want to 

improve the image of a country in the eyes of other states as well as corporations and the 

public (Jordan, 2014, pp. 23). Nye, in 2002, adds a caveat to this however, sitting that soft 

power is not exactly the same as these concepts of influence, attitudes and attraction - they 

are similar but there is a ‘more-ness’ to soft power: “After all, I can also influence you by threats 

or rewards.” (pp. 552). What this ‘more-ness’ is however, is not defined by Nye. 

As stated earlier stated, power is relative, and Nye reinforces this stating that some countries 

“have political clout that is greater than their military and economic weight…” (2002, pp. 553), 

that is to say some countries have more hard than soft, but some have more soft than hard. 

The Nordic states are perhaps an example of the ‘more soft’ side of the spectrum, with 

Sweden and it’s ‘middle way’ captivating the minds of many, and Finnish diplomacy and 

neutrality during the cold war easing potential hard power conflicts between ‘the West’ and 

the Soviet Union (Haukkala, 2010). To take another practical example, focus can return to 

Jordan (2014) who highlights Estonia's rebranding efforts following its newfound freedom 

following the dissolution of the Soviet Union as a prime example of conscious efforts by a 

state to make a radical new image for itself on the world stage. These examples highlight the 

effectiveness of soft power, and it is indeed if it is clamed - as accepted earlier – that nation 

brand indexing is a measure of power, based on the above discussion it can only be said to 

be a measure of soft power. Jordan would agree, putting it well; “Nation branding can be seen 

as a manifestation of soft power.” (pp. 23). 





Every actor - including you and I - exercises power in some form. Almost all actors, even if 

they do not actively seek to increase their share, dare not lose what power they have - a 

difficult game when power is relative. On the world stage power is exercised by leaders and 

governments, most often in the name of the nation or country. Neither will this paper be the 

first or last to point out that these countries and nations are social constructs (Rojas-Méndez, 

2013, pp. 464), indeed they are perhaps the social construct of the modern age. They have 

been born from the development of the ‘geopolitical social’ as Moisio and Passi call it (2013, 

pp. 268). If country brand indexes are to measure the manifestation of a country’s soft power, 

and with an understanding of soft power achieved, an understanding of the country or nation 

should logically also be found. This might seem superfluous but calls for defining such a term 

with regards to this research area have been made before by Merkelsen and Rasmussen in 

2016 for example. 

As an aside, it is of note that in the literature the terms ‘nation’, ‘country’, and ‘sovereign state’ 

are used interchangeably (Mariutti & Tench, 2015; Rojas-Méndez, 2013, pp. 464), there are 

subtle but significant differences, however. Ideally, only sovereign state would be used. It is 

preferred because firstly, and acknowledging there are always exceptions to the rule, the 

sovereign state is a more widely accepted and understood concept, or to put it another way, 

it is a term open to less debate than ‘nation’. Secondly - and as Fan highlights - a nation often 

refers to race, whereas country refers to land (2006, pp. 5). Sovereign state on the other hand 

refers to the political entity as a whole. As this is not to be a rank of races - as one would hope 

no such thing exists - but rather the areas of land ruled over by an entity such as a 

government. Finally, because with only a handful of exceptions (e.g. the UK being broken 

down into England, Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales due to the ‘country of countries’ 

structure) all the ranks that this work investigates are measuring sovereign states, even if 

they are confusing their terms. This said, we are not in an ideal world, and the terms country 

and nation are the two used by the research field. With this in mind; of the two, this work 

prefers the word country as it lessens any racial elements and is open to less ambiguity. This 

aside could be seen as unnecessary, but it alludes to a need in the research field to better 

understand the concepts it seeks to work with. 

Putting the confusion in terms regarding sovereign states and the likes aside, there is little 

doubt that the role of the country is changing; its purpose being questioned. Indeed, what is 

the role of the political entity that rules over the country in 2020, and the concept of a country 

itself? Ohmae - the so-called ‘globalism guru’ has called into question the way we envisage 





our borders in the modern era: “There is a language of an increasingly borderless economy, a 

true marketplace. But the references we have - the maps and guides - to this new terrain are 

still largely drawn in political terms...” (in Sparke, 1998, pp. 62). Indeed, a number of scholars 

have suggested the nation-state is in decline, Mordhorst gives a good overview of them on 

pages 189-190 of his 2019 writing. Answers begin to form when one turns to history, the 

history of organised political communities. The idea of the state is predated by the idea of 

feudalism in Western Europe, the feudalist system being one - put crudely and acknowledging 

the oversimplification - of landowners and land workers. When the system began and when it 

ended, is somewhat disputed, but certainly different for different areas. The landowner cedes 

use of the land to the worker in order to produce economic growth and military protection in 

return. It is of note that the concept of feudalism is one created in retrospect, i.e. those living 

under feudalism did not live with the concept of such a thing. Feudalism's purpose was clear, 

as was the purpose of what followed: “relatively strong state machineries in the states of 

Western Europe” (Halsall, 1997). As feudalism ended, state machinery formed to compliment 

the rise of a global capitalist economy that developed the 15th and 16th centuries (ibid.). 

Sovereign states become the norm in Western Europe, and as the centuries progress, they 

become the system globally. Following world war two, the number of sovereign states rose 

dramatically, a happening only to occur once again following the dissolvement of the Soviet 

Union. This leaves the world with the near 200 sovereign states in existence today. 

Wallerstein, a leading global system theorist popularised the above theorisation. Since 

first writing in the 1970s, Wallerstine has updated their thinking, stressing that rather than 

a series of periods the world is in fact in two simultaneous periods, one that started in 

1450 that could be considered as continued globalisation, and one that started from 1945, 

where globalisation remains but is transitioning (Wallerstein, 2000, pp. 251; Manning, 

1999, pp. 137). Nevertheless, the basic structure of the invading past is similar, and it is 

clear states are undergoing large changes. Indeed, what is perhaps notable beyond the 

already mentioned, is that all sovereign states - both past and present - are at either the 

‘core’, the ‘periphery’, the ‘semi-periphery’, and ‘external’ of the world system (Halsall, 

1997). ‘Core’ states of the past being mainly those of North-western Europe - France, the 

Netherlands, and England. The ‘core’ were those capitalising most/best upon the global 

capitalist system, colonists in other words, and today one would still associate this with 

Europe, the anglophone world, and a few notable additions such as Japan (Chase-Dunn, 

Kawana and Brewer, 2000, pp. 79). States have less power as they are placed downwards 

in this list (Halsall, 1997). Many still use this four-class classification system, notably 





Chase-Dunn, Kawana and Brewer in their 2000 work that sought to index the position of 

sovereign states (Manning, 1997, pp. 137), allowing every state to be placed into one of 

the four categories. It is precisely this logic, or perhaps thirst for categorisation, that fuels 

the nation indexes we see today. Regardless of the specific categories used, there is an 

acceptance that the sovereign states system we operate within is one of hierarchy, 

echoing the importance a state has in order to collect its soft power. 

Today, the existence of countries coexists with the action of competition between such 

countries; “...all states exist to fight - or at least they are structured as if that were their 

dominant function.” (Luttwak, 1990, pp.19). It is argued that the competition between states 

has intensified as we enter a period where power is (relatively more) balanced rather than 

hegemonized as it has been in the past - the USA, then the UK, and then Netherlands 

monopolising world power and so on, working backwards (Chase-Dunn et al., 2000, pp. 79-

80). But, the rules of the fight according to some (Luttwak, 1990; Scholvin & Wigell, 2018) 

have changed. Regardless of what these rules are, ranks and indexes are a modern 

phenomenon that tracks the successes and failings of countries, indeed these ranks often set 

out what they see the rules of the game - at least the soft power game - to be. When once 

geopolitics was the major stakeholder in the rules and logic of the game that is existence on 

earth, now geoeconomics has usurped its place, an occurrence predicted by Huntington in 

1993 (pp. 71) (and perhaps to Wallerstens’ dismay, who in 1990 predicted ‘equality’ would 

define the American system of the future (in 2001, pp.1)). To understand the latter, one must 

understand what exactly is ‘geopolitics’. Although an extensive discussion could be entered 

into, as it has been done by Lutwalk (1990) and Moisio & Paasi (2013); Geopolitics “embodies 

a range of assumptions that entwine political power to the territorially demarcated system of 

national states, and it reads national cultures, societies and economies as more or less aligned 

to those territorial divisions of the world.” (Cowen & Smith, 2009, pp. 23).  

This work is yet to answer the question “what is the role of the political entity that rules over 

the sovereign state in 2020? Indeed, with claims from those like Sparke: “The very basis of 

modern democracy, national citizenship, is eclipsed in the name of developing more flexible, 

more timely, more locally accountable, cross-border pro-growth strategies.” (1998, pp. 94) 

one could easily have cause for concern. However, simply put, to answer this question and 

stressing that this is the educated opinion of this author, it does not seem as if states know 

this themselves. Ultimately, the purpose of a modern sovereign state still shares similarities 

with the feudal times. Rather than tending land for a landowner, people reside and create 

economic activity for the ‘greater good’ of the state, they do so and in return are offered a 





basic level of security - financially and physically - through taxation to fund collective 

services. At times of war, it also rests on the people living in the state to serve their country. 

With war - at least in the traditional sense with troops on the front line - looking increasingly 

less likely in/between the core/developed states (Human Security Report 2013, 2014), one 

can question if this purpose of the state is as necessary in the 21st century as it was in the 

20th. This said, even if a clear answer cannot be found, it is clear the situation is changing. The 

situation might not be as bleak as the scholars of the 70s and 80s that Mordhorst references 

(2019) – nation states cessing to have any purpose - but there is a caveat: globalisation. Many 

corporate entities now worth more than the GDP of some states, and they offer some of the 

services that taxation is supposed to allow the government to pay for – healthcare and Google 

in the European context for example. Hence, this author can confidently claim that although 

countries today do serve a purpose, its purpose is being challenged, something the next sub-

chapter will dive deeper into.  

According to Global Justice Now’s 2016 report (in Rodionova, 2016), 69 of the world's largest 

economic entities are corporations. In the same year, although the top nine entities were 

countries, Walmart came 10th (ibid). Now, there is a dispute over how to measure the 

economic might of a sovereign state, as 2017 data from the International Monetary Fund 

pushes Walmart down to 24th position (in Belinchón & Moynihan, 2017), but nevertheless the 

point stands, economic powers are encroaching upon, perhaps even overshadowing 

traditional political powers. As further proof, one could look to the pandering of USA cities to 

be home to new Amazon headquarters, so topical and high-profile that it was parodied on the 

leading comedy show Saturday Night Live in 2018. Now, although this is an example with 

cities, the same competition happens with EU countries regarding tech firms, banks and the 

like. For example, the move of Nordea’s headquarters from Copenhagen to Helsinki hit 

headlines in the North (Milne, 2017). The two entities - corporations and countries - are of 

course not mutually exclusive, indeed as Nye postulates “Multinational corporations are 

sometimes more relevant to achieving a country's goals than are other states.” (1990, pp. 57). 

Taking another high profile example from 2020; Chinese mobile multinational Huawei - despite 

denials from Huawei itself - has been accused by the USA and some high profile names within 

the EU of being an arm of Chinese international policy, an arm that both spies on, and 

potentially disrupts the infrastructure of ‘western’ governments and citizens - a conflict “in the 

realm of soft power but expressed as a trade war” (Nair et al, 2020, pp. 96). No longer can 

one only discuss geopolitics, geoeconomics had to be discussed. 





There is much debate in academia over what truly composes this - some will agree ill-defined 

- concept that is geoeconomics (Scholvin & Wigell, 2018; Mattlin & Wigell, 2015, pp. 128). In 

their 2012 work, Baru argued that one could - regardless of definition - trace the intellectual 

origins of geoeconomics back to the mercantilism of the seventeenth century (pp. 47): 

“The military pursuit of markets, resources and bullion intended to allow a country to export more and 

import less, and to buy cheap and sell dear, preceded the advent of modern economics based on ideas 

of free trade and laissez-faire.” 

They go onto argue, as others do too (Cowen & Smith, 2009: Baru, 2012), that we have seen 

a resurgence of mercantilist values through the latter half of the twentieth century  (indeed, 

it was the early mercantilism of the 16th century that complimented the ending years of 

feudalism, or rather the initial years of sovereign statehood and colonialization from Northern 

Europe). Although not attention grabbing at the time, and with the term only seeing vastly 

increased scholarly debate in and around the turn of the twenty-first century, Luttwak is to 

have produced the seminal work on the concept, writing at the twilight of the Cold War. 

Luttwak’s envisaging was essentially that the ideological rivalry that has dominated the 

postwar period would, going forwards, be replaced by economic conflict - financial fighting 

as it were. Intrinsically linked to this, would be a battle to develop technologies, for ultimately 

better and more efficient technologies yield more than military might can (Csurgai, 2017, pp. 

1). 

Since its introduction by Luttwak, the term geoeconomics has been up for debate. Wigell and 

Scholvin take a critical view, putting it: “geo-economics is often used only as a catchword that 

generated an audience for policy-oriented, semi-scientific outlets” (pp. 4, 2018). However, in 

this author’s opinion Mattlin & Wigell best deconstruct the debate in their 2015 work. They 

begin by separating the scholars of geoeconomics into two broad camps: those who see a 

difference between geoeconomics and geopolitics (the camp Luttwak would fall into), and 

those who use the terms with little distinction (pp. 129-130). On the latter camp - indeed a 

camp that Mattlin & Wigell gloss over as it is not “theoretically more interesting” (ibid.) - an 

example of why this view exists stems from Japan. In the 1990s Japan was seen as an 

economic giant, and indeed still is, but Baru (2012) highlights: “Japan may have failed to 

translate its economic success into geopolitical power”, which begs the question: is 

geoeconomics economic power just geopolitical power? 

Turning to those who believe there is a meaningful difference between the two terms; three 

metaphorical tents are erected - more focused but still broad. Geoeconomics: one, as/through 

statecraft; two, as/through economic geography; and three, as/through critical geography. 





For a more detailed description of the three different see Mattlin & Wigell’s article. For the 

purposes of this work there is a more fundamental division between those who see 

geoeconomics and geopolitics as being essentially different from one another (as outlined 

throughout Scholvin and Wigell’s 2018 report). That is those who see - as Luttwak does - 

geoeconomics as an era of sorts, and an era that has now displaced the one of geopolitics; 

and those who see geoeconomics as an additional tool in the armoury, one that is of increasing 

importance as use, that compliments - albeit superseding the importance of - geopolitical 

tools. Thinking of tools; Scholvin & Wigell (2018), Wigell (2016), Domosh (2013), and Cowen & 

Smith (2009) all theorise in admittedly slightly different ways (the nuances between them 

being out of the focus of this work however) that geoeconomics does not represent a shift in 

the global system, rather that it is a beam - albeit a load bearing beam - in the metaphorical 

house that is the global system of power. “I suggest that the term geoeconomics does not 

describe a situation; rather, it conjures up a range of meanings, culture and places through 

which description can happen.” (Domosh, 2013, pp. 945). 

What use is theory if one cannot apply it to the real world? 2016 was a pivotal year in the 

anglophone world, with the British voting to leave the European Union, and in the USA, Donald 

Trump being elected to the office of President. On the surface both could symbolise a 

resurgence in the importance of traditional geopolitics. For example, the once acceptable but 

today outlandish request of Trump to purchase Greenland from Denmark, and the subsequent 

cancelling of official diplomatic visits because of Denmark and Greenland’s refusal. Likely not, 

and this provides an apt example of a key distinction that must be made. Cowen and Smith 

(2009, pp.42) reinforce the idea that although geopolitics is “a means of acquiring territory 

towards a goal of accumulating wealth”, the act of acquiring land is now a “tactical option 

rather than a strategic necessity”. To dive further into this example, although Greenland has 

been of significance to the American military and USA security in the past, the desire of Trump 

to purchase the world's largest island now is because of the soon extractable minerals and 

natural resources held within the nation now accessible due to the effects of global warming. 

This example is not only a prime example of the ‘Statecraft’ envisaging of geoeconomics, but 

also it reinforces the idea that the definition of the contemporaries - i.e. not that of Luttwak - 

is indeed a more appropriate definition of geoeconomics as we move further away from the 

Cold War, and closer to the global problems of tomorrow. We can take another example from 

Trump, and his actions in Iran by killing Qasem Soleimani in January 2020. We have since seen 

that this action, despite initial worry did not plunge Iran, Iraq, the USA and the UK into war, 

but what is generally accepted is that warfare and geoeconomics have connections (Cowen 





& Smith, 2009, pp. 44). Ultimately, is it Bell that puts it best, “economics is the continuation of 

war by other means” (Baru, 2012, pp. 50; Huntington, 1993, pp. 81). 

Indeed, further real-world examples support this work’s inclination to see geoeconomics as a 

tool rather than an era. In modern times, one can perhaps be blinded by the economic 

coldness that was the Cold War, and overly enamoured by large scale economic ambitions of 

new superpowers today. For example, the economic ambitions of China towards its West 

through its Belt and Road Initiative is the perfect example of repeating something - albeit with 

a modern twist - that was done long ago. The Belt and Road Initiative is the 21st century 

equivalent of the Silk Road initiative. Indeed, it is also of note that the impact of the initiative 

has come into question for being exaggerated (Pu, 2015, pp. 113), which leads to one to 

conclude that there is also power around the rhetoric and branding that surrounds 

geoeconomics. One too could call into question the ‘modernness’ of geoeconomics and hence 

its ability to be an ‘era’ given its existence (albeit by other terms) in the past. Turning to 

colonialism over many recent centuries past, the aim of many a past coloniser was - for at 

least a significant part - economic: “Imperial ambitions are supposed to have been fired by 

needs to find new markets, secure sources of supply of materials, or discharge superfluous 

savings.” (Rimmer, 1978, pp. 265). Now, this work could not claim that the geoeconomics of 

today is the same as the geoeconomics of the past - for one the tool is wieldable by more 

than simply France, England, Portugal and the Netherlands - but the similarities exist. Finally, 

one could say regardless of argument, it is convenient for this work to see geoeconomics as 

a tool as well, for it allows for the argument to be made that these indexes that are a branch 

on the larger geoeconomics tree are geoeconomic tools themselves. 

The surge of geoeconomics is inseparable from the surge of globalisation, and globalisation 

itself is perhaps the concept that - in a roundabout way - inseparable from the sudden growth 

in the number of sovereign states and the end of the cold war, and undoability  has supported 

the growing importance of soft power. Globalisation, indeed, is the summation of business, 

individual, and state efforts on and within the political and economic spheres.  However, is 

globalisation’s presence an ongoing fact for our planet? Perhaps not - for one the United 

Kingdom’s withdrawal from the European Union in January of 2020 is most certainly a knock 

back to globalisation, and a nod to populism. Of course, there are some who have argued that 

Brexit would allow the UK to even better embrace the globalised world by allowing it to forge 

its own trade deals, exercising its own economic might, which to this author still suggests 

globalisation is important. This said, most experts – Drella Posta & Rehman, 2017; Belk, 2017 

- would agree that this is at odds with the spirit of globalisation (albeit put in better words). 

Indeed, the growth of far-right parties in much of Europe could likely also pose challenges to 





the advancement of globalisation - given that their anti-immigration, pro-nationalism 

messages are a reaction to the unequalled effects of globalisation. One could make a similar 

claim for pandemics such as the (at time of writing) ongoing Coronavirus outbreak and its 

devastating effects on borders, banking, and movement of people - with almost 25% of the 

global population (late-March 2020) currently in quarantine or some form of lock-down 

(Zhong & Mozur, 2020).  

It does seem unlikely that globalisation will ‘end’ per say, just as it is unlikely that the nation 

state will end. That said, much like the nation state, it does face challenges, potentially taking 

on (a) new form(s). One can see this interpretation in the 2017 article of Della Posta and 

Rehman: “…the third wave of globalization may have run its course and that we are entering 

a fourth wave beginning in 2016/17…” (pp. 12). Even if globalisation is a tool, not an era, it is a 

tool that’s shape changes over time, but still, what defines this fourth wave? A pivot away 

from multilateralism, and towards bilateralism and regional integration. Competition 

intensifies, all the more reason to attempt to capture and measure the ‘winners and losers’ of 

the game. If, as Della Posta and Rehman believe, that regional integration is to become more 

important, there is sound reason to measure this competition within the EU level.  This thought 

on competition, globalisation and nation branding is perhaps best summarised by Janesn, 

arguing that nation branding is “…a means for nations to redefine and reposition themselves 

within the master narrative of globalization.” (2008, pp. 121).  

“In the global economy arena, a country’s image has become a central issue for competition 

and export growth.” (Mariutti & Tench, 2015, pp. 50), however, despite an increase in 

academic and practitioner publications on the matter, it remains a painfully complex concept. 

Place branding is at the intersection of a number of traditional academic fields - public policy, 

international relations, tourism and marketing to name but a few (Rojas-Méndez, 2013, pp. 

462; Merkelsen & Rasmussen, 2016; Gertner, 2011). Furthemore, many agree that it is also an 

area filled with ill-definitions (Fan, 2006), which has only been made further ill-defined by the 

coiner of the concept - Simon Anholt - in 2006 questioning its effectiveness: “People don’t 

change their views about countries - views they may have held for decades - simply because 

a marketing campaign tells them to.”. Hence, it is the aim of this section to unpack this core 

concept(s), whilst acknowledging that there is a fundamental confusion with the limited pool 

of research literature - a point argued by Mariutti & Tench (2014, pp. 55) and Warnaby & 

Meday (2013). 





Brand, image, perception, value - there are many terms that all mean slightly different things, 

and indeed the same term can mean different things from one's perspective. In Gertner’s 2011 

work, they raised the point of whether even these such terms would benefit from a stronger 

differentiation by segregating and seconding them to different fields of academia. Perhaps 

thankfully, such a decision has not happened, however we are still left with great ambiguity, 

and as DeVills said, should one wish to construct an index, they must determine what they 

wish to measure. The only way to achieve this first step, is to assess what exactly these 

overlapping, and occasionally conflicting terms actually mean. Given the vast number of terms 

and knowing that the ambiguity between nation and country has already been addressed, this 

work will focus on some sets of connected terms that are core to this work:  Place/Country 

Brand & Place/Country Branding; Public Diplomacy, and (Country) Brand Equity. 

This work separates the concepts of Place Brand and Place Branding not because it has a 

penchant for persnicketiness when it comes to nouns and inflected verbs, but because the 

two - although related - have a difference in meaning that is anything but subtle, but that is 

often conflated (Rojas-Méndez, 2013, pp. 464; Fan, 2006). Nation branding is the act of 

shaping the brand of a nation, and the domestic and overseas perceptions of such ‘brand’. 

According to this work, a brand can be composed of artificial and natural elements: the 

artificial being the slogans, logos, jargon that the branding practitioners create; and the 

natural being the perceptions of a brand that the public build based on - perhaps - travels, 

media, stereotypes, anecdotes and the likes - the elements that a branding practitioner may 

seek to influence but cannot directly create. Perhaps Jordan puts it best: “Nation branding, 

[is] the phenomenon by which governments engage in self-conscious activities aimed at 

producing a certain image of the nation state...” (2014, pp. 16) Now, this logic can work for a 

cooperation - for example one could take British Petroleum's green and yellow kaleidoscopic 

helios logo as a perfect example of an artificial element that seeks to influence the naturally 

developed negative perceptions of the brand: “The Helios logo is meant to symbolise and 

represent the company’s green growth strategy by taking on the form of a sun. However, 

when it boils down to it, there’s nothing green about drilling oil…” (Hardy, n.d.). One can apply 

the same logic to countries. Branding practitioners for Finland may play up the rugged-cum-

beautiful nature and geography, the positive wellbeing, the colours of blue and white, but 

certainly not the high suicide rates or rampant alcoholism that is associated with the northern 

nation and perpetuated by ground-level people though memes such as ‘Finnish Breakfast’, 

“Hot coffee with vodka + 1 cigarette” (Visit Finland, 2020; Diamondking99, 2017). 





The above is a simple and admittedly flippant example, but let us explore briefly a short 

example to develop a basic understanding of the intricacies of place branding strategies; the 

most explored example of state branding has to be that of Estonia, or perhaps it is better 

written ‘ESTonia’ (a play on the Est. abbreviation of ‘established’) (Jordan, 2015). Estonia 

invested greatly in its branding, especially the artificial elements, around the turn of the 

millennium. Estonia wanted to rebrand itself as a neo-liberal paradise, a world away from 

communism, void of scars of the Soviet past. To do so, money was invested greatly into 

creating new logos, slogans - efforts which were bolstered through its winning and 

subsequent hosting of the discussed Eurovision Song Contest in 2001 and 2002 respectively 

(ibid). In the 2010s, Estonia has continued to develop and update its brand in a way - in this 

author's opinion - more meaningfully than any other European country. This said, the case of 

more recent Estonia is an interesting one, for in 2016 Dutch designer Peter Kentie refreshed 

and reimagined the focus on ‘est’: “...lots of opportunities for promoting Estonian 

achievements and peculiarities by using a variety of words, such as smartest, coolest, wisest, 

but also guest and weirdest...” (Kentie in Place Brand Observer, 2018). However, he was not 

hired by the Estonian government to do so, rather it was his love for Estonia that drove him 

to do this. They created a brand garnering 95% approval ratings by readers of a prominent 

local daily paper, and a brand they gifted to the government pro-bono. Something the 

government has done however is ‘e-Estonia’. ‘e-Estonia’ plays on Estonia no longer being the 

neo-liberal paradise, but its position as the leading e-state in the world - online voting, e-

residency, the X-Road - and of course nods to its internet domain code ‘.ee’ (e-Estonia, 2020). 

Place branding and country branding grew simultaneously as branding (in the purest sense) 

was embracing a new post-modern approach, defined by Grimaldi in 2003 as an approach: 

“deeply anchored in psycho-sociology, it takes into account both tangible and intangible 

attributes, e.g. functional and emotional benefits.” (in Jansen, 2008, pp. 126). However, 

caution needs to be taken when applying branding logic to countries; Merkelsen & Rasmussen 

in 2016 argued that states are simply too complex to have rigid branding logic applied to them. 

However, although sympathetic to this argument - of course corporations and sovereign 

states are not the same thing, even if there is blurring at the edges - it has not stopped 

practitioners from applying and developing a logic to branding. This said, this work is not 

interested in branding per say; the indexes that exist and the one that this work builds do not 

measure the branding efforts but the brand itself, in the same way that one does not measure 

how hard an athlete trains, rather the time at which they cross the finish line. One can have 

any input they like, it is the output that matters. 





The above touched on place brand, emphasising that it is a mix of artificial and organic 

elements. As the research field in general is rather muddled and unfocused (Mariutti & Tench, 

2014; Warnaby & Meday, 2013; Fan, 2006) so is the definition of a nation/country/state brand. 

Indeed, some too acknowledge that there is a difference between nation brand, country 

brand, and state brand - but they always gloss over what the differences are (Rojas-Méndez, 

2013). This paper will do similarly at this point but does so contentedly given the earlier 

section to differentiate between the nation, country, and state sans-brand. Many definitions 

of country brand have been given, with Rojas-Méndez offering a comprehensive compilation 

of definitions (ibid, pp. 464). Some, like Gertner’s (2002) fixate more on the image conjured in 

one's mind about a nation: “the sum of beliefs and impressions that people (foreigners) have 

of that place.”; others acknowledge the artificial elements such as Dinnie (2008, pp. 15): “the 

unique, multi-dimensional blend of elements that provide the nation with culturally grounded 

differentiation and relevance for all of its target audiences.”; and some take a more holistic 

approach - and indeed the approach this this work chooses to take also - like Fetscherin 

(2010, pp. 468):  

“…a country brand belongs to the public domain; it is complex and includes multiple levels, components, 

and disciplines. It entails the collective involvement of the many stakeholders it must appeal to. It concerns 

a country’s whole image, covering political, economic, social, environmental, historical, and cultural 

aspects.”.  

A critical aside, this piece has talked of perceptions being a part of the nation brand, and some 

- such as Markelsen & Rasmussen (2016) have criticised this approach stating that there 

needs to be a clearer separation between ‘brand’ and ‘brand perception’ - however this work 

would argue that the two have become so intertwined that even if this were the case at one 

point, it can no longer be the case. Especially so when it comes to country brands that produce 

claims that ‘the brand belongs to everyone in the country’, then individuals’ perceptions are 

critical, in a way that they would not be to truly corporate brands; BP does not seek to create 

a brand identity that represents all of the BP workforce. Furthermore, this work also takes this 

view because the organic elements (i.e. perceptions) of a nation brand are often more 

important than the artificial ones; leading practitioner Anholt has made this view very clear in 

his 2019 Good Country lecture. Of course, one could, and should, separate out perceptions if 

one only wants to measure perceptions - nation brands aim to alter perceptions of the future 

– by that meaning they want to affect the behaviours and ideas people form in their minds – 

but the present and past are still crucial – i.e. the tourist numbers currently coming in, the 

forging investment being made today and historically.  





Specifically, what differentiates place branding from country branding? Jordan outlines an 

interesting point that perhaps outlines its importance based on the writings of Anderson 

(2014, pp. 17): 

“The nation is imagined since members of even the smallest nation will never know most of their fellow 

members, meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives the image of their communion. 

In order to keep a state together in the modern world populations have a shared feeling of belonging, 

bound together by loyalty toward the same institutions, symbols and values.” 

Essentially, country branding is contributing to nation building and nation maintaining in a way 

that place branding does not. A smaller place, even a large city, does not have as wide and 

as a diverse pool of people to both represent and appease. There is a nationalistic flavour to 

state branding (Mordhorst in Berger, 2019) and brands in the hope to build ‘brand loyalty’, or 

loyalty to the state, as well as a desire to portray a positive external image. It is critical to note 

that country brands have an internal and external element (Mariutti & Tench, 2014, pp. 50). 

This is important, for in the past it was the services the state provides its citizens that created 

a loyalty to the states (Moisio & Paasi, 2013) but if we accept that the service providing role 

of the state is being challenged by the private sector as argued in earlier sections; the rise of 

investment and interest from national governments (Mariutti & Tench, 2014, pp. 54) into state 

brands and state branding could be due to this lessening importance due to increased private-

party competition in ‘the basics’ (health, education, security) a state has traditionally provided. 

Furthermore, place branding is a vast, all-encompassing term, state branding is a subset that 

is far more measurable given its comparatively due to states all being equivalent entities 

politically. 

A brief but valuable diversion, it could be argued that there is little new about 

country/nation/state brands, for example countries have often sought to alter their image at 

home and internationally, earth has had World Fairs and World Expos for over a century now, 

one too could argue that flags, anthems and national symbols are too examples of historical 

branding for example (Jansen, 2008, pp. 122). However, what is distinctly new about this 

phenomenon is that the logic and rules of marketing are being applied to countries for the first 

time - countries embracing a corporate identity (ibid, Rojas-Méndez, 2013, pp. 462). 

Public Diplomacy can be seen as a precursor to country branding, and it has been argued that 

state branding supports the public diplomacy of a nation (Mariutti and Tench, 2015, pp. 52). 

Essentially, public diplomacy is only the artificial elements of the place brander’s arsenal – it 

is the outwards facing propaganda of a nation (Jansen, 2008, pp. 123). The key words here 

being outwards facing and artificial/propaganda - public diplomacy has traditionally been less 





about affecting the views of those within the nation. Here one could make the case that 

current ‘nation brand indexes’ - that will come under greater scrutiny in the following sub-

chapter - are not measuring the brand but the public diplomacy, for they too only look 

outwards of the nation. Anholt succinctly clears up any remaining ambiguity regarding the 

terms public diplomacy and nation branding: “I have always intended Nation Branding to 

consider how the nation as a whole presents and represents itself to other nations, whereas 

PD appears to concentrate exclusively on the presentation and representation of government 

policy to other publics...” (2006, pp. 271). 

In a bit to look at the future of the field; Country Brand Equity. Many have written on the topic 

of country equity before, some even specifically on country brand equity, but most focused 

on approaching the subject from a purely marketering perspective, for example the works of 

Roth, Diamantopoulous and Montesinos in 2016, which indeed compiles definitions from over 

10 other papers. Proof of this marketing focus, their definition: “the value added brought forth 

by the association of a product or brand with a given country name, as perceived by the 

individual consumer” (pp. 583), in other word, the ‘Made In’ effect. This author feels more can 

be contained within the term than simple dollar signs, and hence this work feels it is most 

engagingly discussed in an Azerbaijani country branding and index climbing by Nair, Janenova 

and Serikbayeva.  Hence for the approach taken to nation branding by the social sciences; 

not only is country brand equity it new, it is also exciting, and at risk of ‘ambulance chasing’, 

this work will explore it a little more. The idea - as they initially present it on page 96 of their 

work - is that it is an equivalent of soft power: “A nation’s equity (soft power) is when other 

countries want what it has and people are naturally inclined towards its equity values which 

include intangible power resources such as culture, ideology and institutions.”, however as 

one reads more of their writings it is clear that it is more than simply a neo-liberal 

transformation of terms, but that it is the ability to measure (if not explicitly quantify) the soft 

power of a nation. Here it is where this thesis can begin to build a better understanding of 

what it is measuring, for it is not the nation brand itself this work is measuring; in the same 

way that one cannot measure a solid cube, but it can measure the cube’s density, quantity, 

age, size etc. (perhaps a better example, if one said they wanted to ‘measure the European 

Union’, this would be a meaningless statement without a quantifier attached), this work cannot 

measure ‘the brand’. Instead, it could measure the equity - the value created - monetary or 

otherwise - by the nation brand and branding. However, as country brand equity is such a 

new concept, open to easy misinterpretation, this work will not measure country brand equity. 

The work must have a descriptor to measure however, and that will be strength; country brand 

strength. 





For a fledgling research field, the nation branding field faced a turbulent two decades. Simon 

Anholt pioneered the concept of ‘Nation Brand’ in 1996 although, this is disputed, Merkelsen 

and Rasmussen’s 2016 surfaces the idea that Levi-Strauss used the term in 1987. Despite this 

confusion, and indeed Anholt’s notable questioning of the effectiveness of place brands in 

2006, there is an importance both to the study of, and practice of, this modern phenomenon. 

Most importantly, we know that countries are taking their nation branding and nation brand 

seriously. Every nation has a reputation, and every nation has soft power, hence, every nation 

has a brand, or as Merkelsen and Rasmussen put it, “that means all nations already got their 

tickets for the global competition” (2016). Literature suggests the tickets are being used, 

pointing to the growing importance of nation branding, “The branding of countries is receiving 

ever increasing government investment as the issue has a higher level of interest in political 

discussions and debates (Anholt, 2007; Szondi 2007; Moilanen & Rainisto, 2009)” (Mariutti 

and Tench, 2015, pp. 54). 

Turning to the specifics. We know these ranks are of importance to nations due the focus 

placed on them, but why are governments investing so heavily into nation brands and nation 

branding? Or rather, a better question might be what and the desirable outcomes for a nation 

based on its nation branding and brand efforts. Knowing the answer to this better question 

would give a better understanding of what is of equitableness regarding nation brand, and 

hence worth measuring. This work has looked first to the entities responsible for nation 

branding in each of the EU-27 first, where information is not available (in English) the country 

has been omitted, listed at the end. Secondly, and included in the same table, this work has 

looked to top-performing countries in current ranks (defined as countries that appear in the 

‘top ten’ of at least three of the major ranks’ 2019 iterations, plus China given their growing 

dominance). 

 

 

Information not found.  

 

Information unavailable.  
Branding efforts carried out on Flanders/Brussels/Wallonia level only. 

 

Information not found. 

 

Information not found. 

 

Information not found. 

 

Information focuses on the branding efforts only. Most literature reflects the recent name 
change in English of the country, from ‘Czech Republic’ to ‘Czechia’. 





 

The website denmark.dk is broken into three general areas: People & Culture, Society & 
Business, Innovation & Design. (denmark.dk, 2020) 

 

“Estonia.ee — the country’s official gateway page — focuses on three core themes: digital 
society, a clean environment and unspoilt nature, and smart people. 
 
Nation branding – measuring, building and managing the reputation of countries – is still a 
developing field in which experts are searching for the right answers, sometimes through 
trial and error, sometimes learning from the best.” (Invest In Estonia, 2017) 
 
Time and time again, Estonia is hailed in literature as one of - if not the - best example of a 
country to have developed well its nation brand and brand components. (Bloom 
Consulting, 2020; Jordan, 2014) 

 

“Successful country branding results in Finland being an appealing society and especially 
in our political success and economic prosperity” (Finland Promotion Board, 2017) 

 

Information not found. 

 

The website deutchland.de is broken into six general areas: Politics, Business, Culture, Life, 
Knowledge, Environment. (Deutschland.de, 2020) 

 

“Addressing the first meeting of the SEEP on June 14th, PM Tsipras had presented the 
backbone of the government’s communication planning which will centre on: doubling 
spending on advertising for tourism; getting the broader public sector involved in 
communication campaigns and actions under the supervision of the General Secretariat for 
Media and Communication (GGEE); coordinating press offices with  the GGEE to promote 
the government’s work both abroad and in Greece; undertaking ministerial level initiatives 
to organize media events and fam-trips and engaging prominent personalities to act as 
‘ambassadors’; creating an online branded portal to showcase government 
policies;  organizing communication support to events and initiatives that promote the 
country internationally; promoting Athens as a symbol of Greece’s creativity in culture, 
business and solidarity; and, lastly, conducting an in-depth study into public perceptions of 
Greece abroad and at home.” (Greek News Agenda, 2016) 

 

“Our vision sets the following characteristics for tourism in Hungary by 2030: 1. it is a 
leading sector of economic growth, 2. it offers quality experiences, 3. it is available and 
easily accessible, employing innovative solutions, 4. it has developed a solid national brand 
of tourism, 5. it offers a favourable career path. Also, tourism substantially contributes to 
the following goals: 1. the protection of our communities and national values, 2. the 
encouragement of patriotism.” (Hungarian Tourism Agency, 2017) 

 

The desired benefits of the Irish Government’s ‘Global Ireland 2025’ include: increasing the 
number of diplomatic missions, further supporting Irish culture international, accelerated 
diversification of FDI source markets, diversification of export markets (especially with the 
eurozone/outside the UK), developing the tourism sector revenues, increased economic 
output value of international education, supporting the Irish diaspora, developing a new 
‘Team Ireland’ communication strategy to promote Ireland as “a good place in which to live, 
work, do business, invest and visit”. (Government of Ireland, 2018) 

 

Information not available. “Made In Italy” dominates academic and blog literature.  

 

Information not found. 

 

Lithuania’s ‘#WelcomeToLithuania’ presentation covers: Geography, Language, History, 
Business Culture, Exports, Science & Education, Tech, Culture & Heritage, Quality of Life. 
(Lithuania.lt, 2019) 

 

The  Luxembourger Nation Branding Committee (founded in 2013) sets out its aims: “"The 
promotion of the Grand Duchy as a place that welcomes foreign investment, as an 
Romania Exporting country, and as a tourist, cultural and commercial destination will be 
based on the implementation of a concept of ‘nation branding’.” (Extract from the 
Government agreement of December 2013) (Luxembourg.public.lu, 2019) 

 

Information not found. 

 

Information focuses on the branding efforts only. Some literature (Nikel, 2019) reflects on 
the Dutch Government's decision to stop using the term ‘Holland’ in all national branding 
efforts, with the cancelled 2020 Eurovision contest to have been the first test for only 
using the term ‘The Netherlands’. 

 

Information not found. 

 

Information not found. 





 

Information not found. 

 

In 2014 the Slovak Investment and Trade Development Agency (supported by the Ministry 
of Foreign and European Affairs) launched the project ‘Branding Slovakia’, stating “Nation 
branding in the world is considered as an important part of the foreign policy of states. The 
aim of Slovak branding is to contribute the positive image of Slovakia abroad – to attract 
more investments and tourists and successfully promote our people and products 
worldwide.” 

 

The Government of Slovenia released a new brand recently, “Country brands help 
countries increase tourist visits, attract more direct foreign investment and enhance 
economic integration, foster closer cultural cooperation, and, in particular, increase their 
reputation in the world. And there is more to a country’s brand – it is something for its 
residents to feel and show their sense of belonging to the country.”. (2020) 

 

Former Minister of Industry, Tourism and Trade José Montilla Aguilera had this to say in the 
earlier years of the Leading Brands of Spain Forum, in their publication ‘Spain,A Culture 
Brand’: “from the primitive paintings in the Altamira Caves to the top Spanish brands of 
today, much has been done to help “Spain” become a brand worthy of prestige, a brand 
that speaks for itself for our industry, our trade and, of course, for our tourism. However, 
there is still a long way to go. Because of globalisation and the diversification of 
production, the existence of this Country-Brand is essential for associating goods and 
services to a guarantee of quality and prestige linked to its country of origin.” (2005, pp. 6) 

 

Publicly, Sweden is less explicit with their nation branding aims and desires, rather the 
Swedish Institute - the body responsible for such efforts and sites like ‘sweden.se’ focuses 
on the positive impact Sweden can have on the world: “The Swedish Institute is a public 
agency that promotes interest and trust in Sweden around the world. We work in the fields 
of culture, education, science and business to strengthen international relations and 
development.” (n.d.) . 

 

The Australian Government has a dedicated website, ‘Australia’s Nation Brand’. There they 
give reason why ‘nation brands matter’: “A country’s reputation drives political, commercial 
and economic success. Businesses are selling their products and services to customers 
who may never have set foot in their country. These customers rely, in part, on the global 
renown of a country to make their buying decisions. 
 
In the world today, there is intense competition for trade, investment, tourism, talent and 
influence. A consistent approach to nation branding can change how a country is 
perceived internationally across different sectors. 
 
A unified and strategic representation of Australia’s capabilities will improve our global 
competitiveness, leading to more international people choosing Australia when buying, 
investing, studying and travelling.” 
 
The site addresses the elements of their nation brand (not branding) and its position in 
many international rankings. 

 

Information not found. 

 

Information not found. 

 

Information not found. 

 

Little information is available, as different ‘nation brand elements’ are scattered across 
different web pages, although the Government website has - at least in the past - reported 
on Norway's international image and the (then called) Anholt-GfK Nation Brands Index. 
(2014). 

 

Information not found.  

 

Cool Britania is debatably one of the most iconic nation branding efforts, fulfilling the art of 
nation branding.  The UK separates out their branding efforts from their tourism efforts.  
 
The branding effort, ‘GREAT Britain’ whose aim is to alter the thoughts and feelings of 
people towards the UK says: “The GREAT Britain campaign showcases the best of what 
our whole nation has to offer to inspire the world and encourage people to visit, do 
business, invest and study in the UK. GREAT is the Government’s most ambitious 
international promotional campaign ever, uniting the efforts of the public and private sector 
to generate jobs and growth for Britain.” and “The UK has a huge amount to offer, with 





world-class universities, ground-breaking research, high tech start-ups and 
entrepreneurial businesspeople. We are global leaders in the creative industries like music, 
fashion, design and film.” (n.d.) 
 
The tourism arm - Visit Britain and Visit England - has a section on their website devoted to 
‘Britain's Image Overseas’, revolving wholly around the Ipsos Nation Brands Index and 
Anholt’s Nation Brand Hexagon. The presentation ‘Perceptions and knowledge of Britain 
and its competitors in 2016’ also sets out some interesting points of note: One, The UK’s 
main competitors for tourism are: France, Germany, Ireland, Spain and Sweden. Two, the 
UK paid for a question to be included in the (now Ipsos) Anholt-Gfk Nation Brand Survey in 
2016. Also, the UK paid for the survey to include specific nations in their panelling (Spain 
and the Netherlands) in 2019.  

 

Like many of their anglophone counterparts, the USA has the website ‘Brand USA’. They 
focus primarily on tourism. Their mission: “Increase incremental international visitation, 
spend, and market share to fuel our nations’ economy and enhance the image of the USA 
worldwide’.  

 

The above table has sourced information on nation brand strategy - of varying levels of detail 

- from a majority of countries it sought to learn from, and of course, a lack of information does 

not mean it does not exist - rather is it not publicly available, or it is inaccessible to a speaker 

of only English. This said, although not all encompassing, some key themes do shine through 

from the eighteen countries information has been gleaned from: ‘Culture’ - seven references, 

‘Business’ - six references, ‘Economics’ - eleven references that can be split between ‘FDIs’ 

and ‘Exports’, Tourism - nine references, and ‘Talented Immigration’ - three references, and 

hard to separate but talent  and skills references that can be split between ‘Education’ and 

‘Talented Immigration’. Now, these counts are open to debate, for example this piece has 

categorised the term ‘smart people’ in Estonia’s branding information to mean ‘Education’, but 

nevertheless these eight concepts - even if one were to use different terms - shine more than 

others. Indeed, other concepts are mentioned, for example, ‘Design’ by Denmark, and 

‘Diaspora’ by Ireland, but naturally a country will have specific aims or brand elements it 

wishes to highlight along with the general ones.   

Focus now shifts to the crux of the work, nation brand indexes. Firstly, a brief overview of 

ranking and indexing in a general form is offered, beginning with a clear description of the 

difference between ranks and indexes. The focus of this chapter, however, is on the following 

subchapter to this, 03.C.II – the nation brand ranks and indexes. Here the most prominent and 

headline grabbing organisations and their ranks are discussed – Anholt’s (now Ipsos’s) Nation 

Brand Index, Brand Finance, Future Brand, Anholt’s Good Country, and briefly an overview of 

Marc Fetcherin’s 2010 work, the work that sought to improve and build on the aforementioned 

indexes, just as this work does too. Given the crossover between nation branding and soft 





power, this work also gives a nod to the growing subsection of ranks that are soft power 

rankings in 03.C.III.  

Thus far, this work has used the word rank and index interchangeable, as many practitioners 

do themselves. There is a difference, and it is significant. Ranks are ordinal – 1st, 2nd, 3rd, - 

indexes are cardinal – 94, 42, 25. Ranks do not allow for distance between two points to be 

assessed, indexes do. Almost all the indexes and ranks listed in this work are indeed both, 

they calculate a value and these values – the index scores – are then ordered from first to last, 

and hence become ranks. Some choose to withhold the index scores, and hence present 

themselves only as ranks. Some, notable the Good Country Index, do not attempt to calculate 

index scores – they just average out the rank positions over multiple criteria and produce a 

summated rank from that. It is the opinion of this work that an index is of much greater worth 

than a rank, for a rank presented without an index is purposefully clouding the full picture of 

the results. 

Now knowing the difference, the work can focus on another key question: why do we share 

an interest in ranks and indexes? Hansen & Flyverbom offer one reason why: “They circulate 

instantaneously and at great distance, interacting with those who use, translate and align 

these packages of knowledge to their own objectives” (2014, pp. 10). Indeed, ranks are able 

to grab the attention of the public, the media, academia and governments. Of course, this can 

be the same for many a headline, so what is it about ranks and indexes that attracts our 

attention? At risk of entering a new field, that of social psychology, it perhaps is because we 

have a tendency to find numbers more comprehendible, or rather open to less 

misinterpretation than words: “Numbers are also more stable than words. Even less polysemic 

words than democracy have more complex meanings than a number like 83.” (Hansen & 

Porter, 2012, pp. 413). Numbers - be they ordinal or cardinal - give more detail and clarity 

than comparative and superlative adjectives.  

The work would be amiss not to look at critical voices, and there are critical voices. Hansen 

has written a great deal on the topic of information systems, including rankings, saying in 2014 

(Hansen & Flyverbom, pp. 10): 

“The quantitative mode of disclosure is thus much more distant from the objects and subjects it seeks to 

make visible than the qualitative, relying on the compilation of disparate sets of data sources, which, 

through commensuration, are then transformed into rankings that allow for comparison across cases.” 





The quantitative nature of ranks and indexes are very good at understanding the ‘what’, but 

we must remember they are only a part of a larger social sciences picture. Qualitative methods 

are able to help answer the ‘how’.  

This work has pointed to many key points, but this is the most important, and the inspiration 

for the provocative name of this work ‘Where Is Best?’. Ranks serve to present themselves as 

truth, willingly or otherwise: Finland is the happiest, New Zealand is the least corrupt, Sweden 

is the most gender equal. These soundbites are easily adopted by media, government and 

public alike, and of course, there is a desire and need to reduce information down to 

comprehendible packages, but this is an oversimplification. Ranks lend themselves well to 

oversimplifications, and although there is little this work can do, it is a point that needs 

highlighting, and a flaw that encourages this work – when reporting its results – is able to paint 

as full a picture as possible with the data it chooses to present (e.g. see Chart 02). It is also 

why this work will always prefer an index to a rank, and why this work will, in the 3.D, discuss 

interpretation issues. The problems with ranks are not the ranks themselves, but how they 

are presented and understood.  

The theory above is of course necessary, but the crux of this investigation is nation brand 

indexes, and it is now time to dive into some of the most high-profile and pertinent to this 

piece. Starting with the most prolific first, the  (formerly Anholt-

GfK Nation Brands Index, formerly Anholt Nation Brand Index) is the most high-profile of the 

collection, and the one that is most often - at least according to this work’s investigations - 

cited along with the Brand Finance Nation Brands Index. It began in 2005 by Simon Anholt, a 

man who has branded his way to the pique of ‘Nation Branding’. In 2008, the first of many 

corporations began collaborating which in essence allowed for the index to become more 

entrenched in the mind’s eye of society and practitioners alike. As mentioned (many times), 

Anholt coined ‘nation branding’ in 1996, but following it up with his (copyrighted) ‘Nation 

Brand Hexagon’ in 2000 (Ipsos, 2019b, pp. 1), which has become the foundation, scaffolds 

and bricks all at the same time for the Ipsos Nation Brand Index:

  





 
©️ Simon Anholt 2000 

 

So, what exactly is this index measuring? An important question given that this work has 

established that ‘nation branding’ is a wide idea. The Ipsos index is a measure of perceptions, 

the perceptions of a select few countries. They conduct online surveys with over 20,000 

people in 20 countries, asking about 50 countries, over seven weeks (in 2019). It is noteworthy 

that the index is not a measure of all countries, meaning that perhaps a second or third pinch 

of salt needs to be taken when a nation claims to have the ‘13th best nation brand in the world’ 

on the basis of this index - some 75% of the globe is not included. In 2019, Ipsos says that: 

“Each country’s score across the six dimensions is succinctly captured in the Nation Brand 

Hexagon with the total Index score”. This is one of only four sentences that Ipsos provides on 

its methodology, the remainder to be discussed in the following paragraph. What it does 

provide - crucially for understanding the index but also to aid this paper in constructing an 

improved version - is brief descriptions for each of the six hexagon segments. On People they 

explore people's perceptions on the openness, friendliness, tolerance and more (not 

specified) of the country in question; on Tourism they explore interest in visiting a country; on 

Exports they ask about product and service perceptions from a country, and a likeness to 

consume or avoid products; on Governance they explore perceptions of government 

competence and contribution to global issues; on Investment & Immigration they are exploring 

“the power to attract people to live work or study” in  country and overall quality assessments; 

and on Culture & Heritage they explore issues pertaining to culture and heritage including 

“film, music, art, sport and literature” (Ipsos, 2019b). 

Ipsos reveals very little about the index, including the full results. Hence ‘black boxing’ is the 

key term here. One could argue that it is understandable that Ipsos, the world’s third biggest 





market research institution, would keep its methodology black boxed, it is a commercial 

interest after all. However, by black boxing - and offering only limited descriptions of what 

they are measuring (see the vague statements above) we can only assume that they are 

successfully capturing what they set out to, there is no way to debate/confirm this. Very little 

has been written about the act of black boxing, although reference is made by some in the 

context of University rankings, including Wilsdon (2016) and Corbeil, Khan and Valdés-Corbeil 

(2018). Hansen and Flyverbom describe it best (2014, pp. 10): 

“However, all such black-boxing is magnified in the quantitative mode because the categories of similarity 

and difference and the establishment of a common metric, a sine qua non for transforming quality into 

quanta, not only have to be negotiated between those who design the measurements, they must also be 

put into aggregated forms, such as rankings.” 

Indeed, black boxing is a common problem with indexing in general (ibid, 2014, pp. 10). It 

would be unfair to say Ipsos provides no information, but almost all that Ipsos shares has 

already been shared by this work (see Ipsos, 2019a, pp. 4). Yes, it tells us that the index is 

formed using primary data, not taking from secondary sources like this work will do, but what 

is done to this primary data to get the overall scores is a mystery. Is the weighting of each 

hexagon segment equal? If not, which takes priority? Has the weighting remained constant 

over multiple years, or does it change? What is asked to measure the perception of each? And 

indeed, what are the actual scores - for publicly only the rank is released, and only the rank 

position for the top ten countries. Now, other information is available, but from third party 

sources - for example, one can find out that Finland ranks 17th of 50 from the Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs of Finland in 2019, but once could not call this ‘accessible’. Similarly, 

commercial interests are not revealed, and this is crucial as it may well be commercial interest 

that means one country is included in the 50 over another. Governments do pay for additional 

services, see table one. This is speculation, but indeed it is the great level of secrecy and aims 

ultimately of profiteering for both Ipsos and Anholt that lead one to speculate (indeed, the 

primary problem is that one can only speculate). When contacted, Ipsos refused to share any 

more information to aid with this research, including the positions of countries placing 

between 11th and 50th. 

In short, this index - or should I say ranking as the index scores are not public - is a great tool 

for measuring perceptions of nation brands, but perhaps not the brand strength itself. Let us 

take one dimension, tourism: this is a great measure for understanding if people want to tour 

to another country, but not if they actually go. This is brand appeal, not brand effectiveness 

- and this is not exactly a criticism, this is an important function to carry out. One could argue, 





however, that the title does not capture what the rank seeks to measure, important to note 

as we do judge books by their covers. 

 is another of the more prolific indexes, and one that has 

experienced a similar longevity to Ipsos’, commencing and publishing annually since 2007. 

Whereas Ipsos has a focus on perceptions, Brand Finance - logically - has a focus on the 

financial value of the brand. Indeed, despite also using the term ‘nation brand’, they - like Ipsos 

- could use just a semblance of additional specificity in their name. Similarly to Ipsos, Brand 

Finance is also private entity, making money from offering support and consultancy to the 

brands of countries, cities, national organizations and brands dependent on place - for 

example ‘GREAT Britain’ (the brand of the UK), the City of Vancouver, the British Council, and 

Parmigiano Reggiano. One key difference between the two is that the Brand Finance Nation 

Brand Index measures more than just 50 hand-picked nations Ipsos does. That said, there is 

not a full picture, Brand Finance lists only the top 100, displaying full information including 

their index scores for the top ten, redacting all information from the remaining 90 countries 

other than the actual rank. 

Getting into the specifics; although shrouded by some secrecy, there is less secrecy than 

Ipsos, for the Brand Finance Nation Brands outlines their five-step methodology (2019, pp. 

16-17). Within their methodology they also provide a reassuring disclaimer that their index is 

produced with no commercial bias, and a slightly non-reassuring addition to the disclaimer 

that they defer to their own assumptions where data is deficient or unclear. Focusing on the 

methodology, the five steps are as follows: Firstly, determining the Nation Brand Strength. 

They do this by determining performance across three areas - Good & Services, Society and 

Investment, with each of the three weighted equally. How these scores are determined is 

unclear, but the data used comes from IMD, the World Economic Outlook, FDI Intelligence, 

and the World Economic Forum. They provide a diagramme to help clarify what is meant by 

each of their pillars, which is broken down in Table 02. Once the Nation Brand Strength has 

been assessed, the second step is to calculate the royalty rate, whereby average rates across 

the country’s sectors are assessed in relation to GDP. Thirdly, Revenues, whereby forecasts 

of GDP are accounted for. Fourthly, the Weighted Average Cost of Capital is calculated: “This 

represents the average cost of a brand’s sources of finance and the minimum return required 

on the brand asset” (pp. 17). Finally, and from this information Brand Finance is able to give a 

Brand Valuation, an index score recorded in USD ($), allowing the Brand Finance Nation 

Brands rank/index to be compiled (ibid.). 





. The astute may have noticed a pattern, for Futurebrand is too 

itself a nation branding consultancy firm. Just as the two examples above, one can argue that 

as a  nation branding consultancy firm they are well placed to know what a good brand actually 

is, just as one could argue that being a consultancy firm they are after profits, and being able 

to decide what constitutes good branding is in essence constituting being able to always 

agree they have done a good job with their clients. 

Futurebrand has not published ranks annually as its competitors have. 2019 was its third 

round, with previous reports produced in 2014 and 2012. The amount of countries included in 

their indexing has also varied, although there is a clearer logic to their in-/exclusion - in 2019 

at least - for it uses GDP as a starting point, only assessing the 75 countries with the greatest 

GDP based on World Bank data. Similarly, to Ipsos, they are collecting primary data through 

online surveying. The survey size - in 2019 - of Futurebrand is a tenth of Ipsos’, with n = 2,500, 

and collection coming from 17 countries. Each participant was asked about 7 and only 7 of the 

75 countries sampled, with demographic balances taking into consideration (2019, pp. 10-11). 

They complement their index with some additional investigations into the discourse on social 

media - their ‘Webter Snadwick Methodology’ surrounding the top 10 countries from their 

ranking - and although the findings are of interest, they are out of the scope of this work (pp. 

12-13). Notably, Futurebrand uses the services of a third-party consulting firm in order to 

produce their index - QRi Consulting. 

 

 

  





 
Futurebrand, 2019 

 

Of Futurebrand’s actual surveying, they explore six general areas: Value System, Quality of 

Life and Business Potential - their ‘Purpose’ dimensions; and Heritage & Culture, Tourism, & 

‘Made In’/Products & Services - their ‘Experience’ dimensions. These six are broken down into 

a total of twenty-two sub-categories. They present the top 75 as a rank and rank only, no 

index scores, but for the top ten they do offer more comprehensive breakdowns similar to the 

one of 4th place Sweden above. Ultimately, the same problems persist with Futurebrand as 

exist with the previous two ranks – black boxing of method, profiteering as a primary interest, 

and withholding of full results. 

Another of the indexes to play a centre-stage role in this work’s investigation is Anholt’s Good 

Country Index.  started in 2014. The idea behind the index was to 

“measure what each country on earth contributes to the common good of humanity, and what 

it takes away, relative to its size.” (Good County, n.d.). So far there have been four runs of the 

index, with no updates since the release of the 2018 index in early 2019. What is the measure 

of a good country? It comprises seven factors: Science & Technology, Culture, International 

Peace & Security, World Order, Planet & Climate, Prosperity & Equality, and Healthy & 

Wellbeing. Specifically, the index does not measure these things within a nation's border, but 

the effects they have in these areas on the global stage. This is not nation branding per say, 





rather it could be seen as an antithesis to nation branding in so much as people-purchasing-

power could be the antithesis to gross-domestic-product, even if it does share the same bed. 

Anholt has been outspoken in his views surrounding the effectiveness of nation branding 

efforts: “National image, I have argued, is like a juggernaut without wheels, and imagining that 

it can really be shifted by so weak an instrument as marketing communications is an 

extravagant delusion.” (2006, pp. 272), and this is one way he has found to measure the 

‘reputation’ of the nation without measuring the ‘brand’. 

The 2019 iteration was launched hand-in-hand with Anholt’s (since dissolved) online country 

- ‘The Good Country’. Anholt’s financial interests were clear, for a ‘tax’ of $5 per person per 

year one can become a citizen of the ‘Good Country’. Creatively, one could also purchase 

‘bonds’, described by the good country as: “Traditionally, a bond is an investment which can 

be returned with interest. We use the term “bond” metaphorically: the “interest” you accrue is 

the increased impact and effectiveness the Good Country gains by acquiring more citizens 

and therefore more power.” (Anholt, 2019). This work could make the argument that these 

taxes and bonds are essentially a donation to the marketing efforts of Anholt. Now, this 

example is not included to knock the pioneer of nation branding, rather to highlight that 

profiteering is indeed a key part of these indexes, this is just a more explicit example (Good 

Country, 2019) (it is also of note that the at the time of writing, early 2020, the Good Country 

virtual country has been removed from the web). As much as one can criticise the unorthodox 

profiteering, the transparency behind the methodology is commendable. The Good Country 

Index relies on secondary data from a multitude of sources. For the thirty-five elements 

assessed in their 2019 round, all sources are listed on their website with a supporting and 

more detailed Google Sheet to break down the steps they take to assess the information (e.g. 

what happens should data be missing for country X in aspect Y). This is the benchmark for 

quality when it comes to openness of tools used. 

Finally for this first section on ranks; one paper - “The determinants and measurement of a 

country brand: the country brand strength index" - has become one of the more cited works 

within the field of nation branding, yet despite its recommendations - seven laid out in their 

concluding remarks on page 476 -, no one has sought to build upon the foundations that 

 piece laid. Fetscherin sought to address some of the concerns with Nation 

Branding ranks of current, and much like this paper, developed its own index that attempted 

to rectify these issues. Specifically, Festscherin also looked to Ipsos (then the Anholt GfK 

Roper Nation Brand Index) and FutureBrand, claiming that “...they are limited by their use of 

proprietary methodologies in terms of specific questions asked as well as aggregation and 





statistical method used. Moreover, they are based on subjective perception survey data.” (pp. 

468). 

Brand Finance, at the end of their 2019 Nation Brand Report, declared that they would be 

releasing their first annual  in February 2020, at their Soft Power 

Summit. At the time of writing - less than two weeks since the summit - the full index has yet 

to be released, although there a white-paper has been published. It was claimed that the 

index would have “...a wider scope and methodology than our Nation Brands study and 

focuses on the soft power of different nations around the world.” (2019, pp. 30), as they 

generate primary data by surveying 55000 people in 85 countries. The 2020 white paper 

confirms this has been the case, and indeed they have surveyed in over 100 countries. 

Throughout the 2020 whitepaper, Brand Finance has stressed that understanding soft power 

can help a government with their nation branding efforts, they also stress that through 

surveying one understands ‘perceptions’ - leading this author to stand firmer yet that Ipsos 

and Future Brand are measuring ‘perceptions’, not ‘strength’ or ‘value’. Indeed, a key takeaway 

is that Brand Finance’s Nation Brand Index is seen as more narrow in scope than the Soft 

Power Index, confirming that in the practitioner's mind Nation Brand and Nation Branding 

plays a significant role in the realm of soft power, further legitimising the geopolitical and 

geoeconomics perspective this work has taken. 

Returning to the nitty gritty of indexing, Brand Finance is not the first to launch a soft power 

index, rather, . The much cited by this work Joseph Nye is 

reported to have called the index - launched in 2015 - “the clearest picture of global soft 

power to date” - a high accolade indeed. One must also note that, as per usual, Portland is a 

consultancy firm. It operates in cooperation with the USC Centre of Public Diplomacy, based 

in the USA, and Facebook. Portland is the only index to combine both primary and secondary 

data - as they call it objective and polling, with the former covering six areas of interest and 

65% of the weight, and the former the remaining 35% and covering seven areas (collected 

from 12500 people in 25 countries) (prior to 2019, the weighting was 70% and 30%). The areas 

do not look wholly unconnected from the areas covered in the brand indexes. Of the former: 

Government, Digital, Culture, Enterprise, Engagement and Education. Of the latter: Cuisine, 

Tech Products, Friendliness, Culture, Luxury Goods, Forging Policy, Livability. Portland is by 

far the most transparent when it comes to their methodology, producing reasonably well 

detailed descriptions in their annual reports, and crucially highlighting where year-on-year 

changes to the methodology have been made. Interesting, the Soft Power 30 does not seem 





to grab the attention of wider audiences to the same extend as the aforementioned nation 

brand indexes do, making one consider the effects of ‘branding the branders’, however to 

dive into this research question would be for another work.  

Another soft power rank is the  text is the longest 

running index covered in this work, launched in 1997. By far, the RepTrakⓇ  has the least 

available information of any rank or index covered by this work, with the official website (as 

of spring 2020) stripped of almost all past and present content on the matter. This said, there 

of course likely was material available in the past, and this work has found some – including 

one presentation for 2015 and a few more recent press articles. All that is meaningfully known, 

is that this rank – which is perhaps a little more prominent in the USA than Europe, counter to 

the most of the other ranks discussed – measures: Advanced Economy, Appealing 

Environment, and Effective Government, and indeed still produced ranks as recently as 2019. 

Finally, and although no longer active, This is the most ‘alternative’ 

of all ranks and indexes covered this far. The Digital Country Index is a rank that measures 

what one might expect: Exports, Investment, Tourism, Talent, and Prominence; and it too is a 

rank owned and run by a consultancy firm – Bloom. However, despite the seeming similarities 

on the surface, it is the way they measure their criteria that is most striking, unique to any 

other rank or index covered. The Digital Country Index “compiles the measurement of the total 

amount of searches performed by all worldwide citizens toward any given Country.”. This is 

no easy feat, for their five dimensions they generate 300 brand tags, leading to near 29 million 

keyword combinations that will be included in their search. They state that for one year of 

measurement, there were over 600 million valid results. This is a pioneering methodology, it 

allows for a measure of brand appeal, a superior way to measure perception. That said, it is 

not a measure of strength, it is a poll of the people, replacing surveying with search result 

aggregation. Furthermore, the business interests of the Bloom are perhaps the clearest of all, 

aside from Anholt’s Good Country Index, for the technical tools they develop for the model 

are sold to individual organisations to internally measure their external reputation. It is not 

explicit, but the rank can be seen as an advert for their Digital Demand – D2© software.   

Using Mariutti and Tench’s 2014 work whereby they construct a table to list all models and 

indexes currently produced to measure nation brands and the variables they use, this paper 

does the same, albeit modernising and focusing on indexes that exist in the ‘real’ world, not 

the theoretical one - that is with the exception of Marc Fetscherine’s seminal work.





 



Ipsos (Anholt-GfK) 
Nation Brands Index 

> Tourism  
> Exports  
> Governance  
> Investment & Immigration 
> Culture & Heritage 
> People  

Brand Finance  
Nation Brands  

> Goods & Services 
     > Tourism 

 Openness | Infrastructure | Value | Appeal 
     > Market 

Development | Competition | Size 
     > Governance 

 Governance Policy | Trade Rules 
> Society 
     > Corporate Ethics 
     > Quality of Life 
     > Image 
     > Security 
     > Judicial System 
     > Corruption 
> Investment 
     > People & Skills 

 Use of Talent | Talent Retention | Training & Education 
     > Market 

Market Development | Doing Business | Research & Development | Use of 
Technology 

     > Governance 
Investor Protection | Infrastructure | Taxation | Regulation 

FutureBrand 
Country Index 

> Value System 
Political Freedom | Environmental Friendliness | Tolerance 

> Quality of Life 
Health & Education | Standard of Living | Safety & Security | Would Like to Live 
In 

> Business Potential 
Good for Business | Advanced Technology | Good Infrastructure 

> Heritage & Culture 
Historical Points of Interest | Heritage, Art & Culture | Natural Beauty 

> Tourism 
Value for Money | Range of Attractions | Resort & Lodging Options | Would Like 
to Visit for a Holiday | Food  

> Made In (Products & Services) 
Authentic Product | High-Quality Product | Unique Products | Buy Products 
Made In 

Good Country 
Good Country Index 

> Science & Technology 
International Students | Journal Exports | International Publications | Nobel 
Prizes | Patents 

> Culture 
Creative Goods Exports | Creative Services Exports | UNESCO | Visa 
Restrictions | Press Freedom 

> International Peace & Security 
Peacekeeping Troops | Dues In Arrears to UN Peacekeeping | International 
Violent Conflict | Arms Exports | Internet Security  

> World Order  
Charity Giving | Refugees Hosted | Refugees Generated | Birth Rate | UN 
Treaties Signed 

> Planet & Climate  
Ecological Footprint | Environmental Agreement Compliance | Hazardous 
Pesticides Exports | Renewable Energy Share | Ozone 

> Prosperity & Equality 





Open Trading | UN Volunteers Abroad | Remittance Cost | FDI Outflows | 
Development Assistance 

> Healthy & Wellbeing 
Food Aid | Pharmaceutical Exports | Voluntary Excess Donations to the WHO | 
Humanitarian Aid Donations | International Health Regulations Compliance 

Marc Fetscherin, 2010 
Country Brand Strength 
Index 

> Exporting 
> Tourism 
> Foreign Direct Investments 
> Immigration 
> Government Environment 

Brand Finance  
Global Soft Power Index 

> Familiarity 
> Influence 
> Reputation 
> Business & Trade 

Business Ease | Strong Economy | Products & Brands 
> Governance 

Respected Leaders | Politically Stable & Well Governed | High Ethical Standards 
& Low Corruption | Safe & Secure | Respects Law & Human Rights 

> International Relations 
Influential In Diplomatic Circles | Helpful To Other Countries In Need | Protects 
The Environment | Good Relations With Other Countries 

> Culture & Heritage 
Arts & Entertainment | Food | Great To Visit | Heritage | Appealing Lifestyle | 
Sport 

> Media & Communication 
Good Communicators | Follow Current Affairs | Influential Media | Trustworthy 
Media 

> Education & Science 
Leader In Science | Education System | Technology 

> People & Values 
Generous | Fun | Friendly People | Trustworthy | Tolerant 

Portland 
Soft Power 30 

> Objective Data 
Government | Digital | Culture | Enterprise | Engagement | Education 

> Polled Data 
Cuisine | Tech products | Friendliness | Culture | Luxury Goods | Forigne Policy | 
Livability 

Reputation Institute 
Country RepTrakⓇ* 
(*2018, not 2019) 

> Advanced Economy 
> Appealing Environment 
> Effective Government 

Bloom 
The Digital Country 
Index 

> Exports 
> Investment 
> Tourism 
> Talent 
> Prominence 

 

The previous chapter has brought some issues to attention, notably the issue of black boxing, 

however there are more that must be addressed should this work want to achieve its aim of 

deconstructing nation brand rankings, and the creation of a less theoretically flawed index of 

European country brand strength. Issues could be broken down in a number of ways, but the 

following chapter breaks them down into practical, mechanical, and interpretational issues; 

that is issues that come from the politics and practice of rankers and ‘rankies’, the issues that 





arise from ‘the numbers’, i.e. the construction of and methodological issues of by ranks, and 

finally how ranks are presented and understood – the problems alluded to in 03.C.I.  

There is a murkiness to nation brand indexing that means this paper can only make 

assumptions - a full picture of activity is purposefully missing. This said, there has been even 

increasing scrutiny towards, and academic writings on, the craft of University rankings - so 

from there and the discussion on other similar ranks a picture can begin to be drawn of the 

key problems of nation ranking in general. 

One activity that is reported by Dill & Soo (2005) when it comes to University rankings is 

‘gaming’. By gaming, it is meant that institutions are altering the way they report data - and 

sometimes indeed operate - in response to the way ranks are calculated. On page 516 of their 

research they offer an example. The USNWR rank uses donations from living alumni as a proxy 

for graduate satisfaction. Naturally, one seeks to achieve the highest average donation, and 

one way to do this is to lower the number of alumni not donating, hence, Cornell University 

internally redefined the term ‘living alumni’ meaning all those who they are missing addresses 

for can no longer be counted as ‘living alumni’. Naturally those they university has no contact 

with are not donors, and hence the ratios between living alumni and donors is adjusted 

favourable to Cornell. This is not a one-off example. The Times Higher Education - being one 

of the ‘big two’ University rankers - has now launched the Times Higher Education 

Consultancy Service. The service states “Whether it’s improving research output and quality, 

analysing bibliometric data, developing collaborations or improving your reputation, we have 

the subject-matter experts ready to support you in your goals.” - an institution can now pay 

to ‘game’ better, or in other terms learn how to climb the ranks. Now, it is of course easier for 

a University to ‘game’ the system - Universities can alter terms, hire-and-fire, move money 

and alter institutional goals with more immediate effect than a country can. However, it must 

not be forgotten that nation rankers are doing similar but in reverse - they began as 

consultants before transitioning into ranking. Admittedly, ‘gaming’ GDP is impossible, and one 

cannot ‘game’ the perceptions of other in other countries - however, one can pay in the tens 

of thousands to better understand how they begin the process. We know they do, otherwise 

expenditure on branding consultancies would not exist (see Table 01 for examples). Indeed, 

it is for these reasons amongst others that Soh argues ranks of this type should not be 

produced by private institutions (2016, pp. 9-10)  





Looking to the top for rows of Table 03 - and at risk of labouring a point - the ranks clearly 

are not all measuring the same thing, otherwise there would be greater coherence in their ‘top 

tens’. Now, this might be obvious, but it is the fact that of the top ten countries (and note due 

to the black boxing of results by Ipsos it is only possible to compare the top ten positions), no 

single country appears in each one (although Canada and Germany come close, appearing in 

five of the six, and Canada eight of the nine including ‘Other Rankings’). Now, this may be a 

slight oversimplification, but one would expect that for ranks - at least of the first three - that 

claim to measure nation brand, there should be similar outcomes. Even across the three that 

use primary data through the collection of opinions and perceptions, there is little coherence. 

Ideally, one would conduct a regression to identify potential similarities - as Fetscherine did 

with their work in 2010 - however as the full ranks are not available, this is not possible. 
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Again, this work does not want to cast aspersions over the actions and practices of the 

aforementioned ranking agencies, and indeed this criticism could be directed towards this 

work too, but one final brief practical issue is that highlighted by Hansen and Flyverbom: 





“Rankings are very often designed to anticipate expectations, facilitating alignment to specific 

plans and programs for action.” (2014, pp. 10). More specifically, the concern is that indexes 

and ranks are created with the top performers already in mind. This can be done explicitly, for 

example ensuring that a specific country comes at or near the top; or, can be done implicitly 

– a more likely occurrence. For it to be done implicitly, one might use examples – USA, France, 

China, Sweden – to develop their nation brand criteria, rather than only using objective theory. 

Of course, these scenarios have overlap, but the more neutral and objective once can be, the 

less one anticipates specific, pre-biased outcomes.  

Weighting - weighting refers to the level of importance grated to each element of a composite 

index. Let us develop a quick imaginary index, the ‘Perfect Summer Day Index’ PSDI, made up 

of three elements ‘Outside Temperature’ (OT), ‘Karaoke Loudness’ (KC), and ‘Beer Quality’ 

(BQ) - if one sees all three of these being equally important one would weight each of them 

0.333, or a third (⅓). Total of the PSDI elements is equal to 1.0.  However, if one sees the BQ 

being less important than the other two, and OT being the most important, then the weighting 

needs to change, for example: OT = 0.5; KC = 0.35; BQ = 0.15. PSDI still is equal to 1.0, as it 

always must be, but the construction of the index has changed greatly, and results could vary 

greatly also. An educated value judgment needs to be made. To take a ‘real world’ example 

we turn to Fetscherin’s 2010 work - the one that inspired this undertaking. In his work, they 

decided upon six metrics to be included in their index and decided that in the initial iteration 

all six would be weighted equally (i.e. each contributed to one sixth of the overall index). One 

can understand why this was done; they claim that “It makes sense to begin with a simplified 

version of the model that can be further refined in the future.” (pp. 471), however still must 

accept that all weightings are as arbitrary and value loaded than one another - it simply feels 

natural to weight everything with a sixth, it is not necessarily logical. Furthermore, the OECD 

highlights another potential problem form arbitrary equal weighting, that is that when all 

variables are included, some may share a high degree of correlation, meaning that double 

counting may occur, that is to say, twice the weight it is given to each (2008, pp. 32). 

The cultural biases that surface when responding to scales in opinion surveying have been 

widely noted by the scientific community (Taras, Rowney and Steel, 2009, pp. 366, Harzing, 

2006). Harzing’s 2006 work explored the two most common cultural differences to answering 

on a Likert scale - that is a scale whereby one expresses a level of agreement or disagreement 

with a particular item - the first being one’s tendency to answer in agreement or disagreement 

with a statement regardless of the statement’s content (acquiescence and disacquiescence), 





the second being one's tendency to tend to either the extremes or the middle of the scale. 

Some of the aforementioned indexes do conduct opinion polling, and it is unclear what they 

do to mitigate the problem. However, one, Portland, does acknowledge this: “Different 

cultures have been found to have different approaches to answering numeric scales (e.g. 

tending towards central or extreme scores), but the normalisation of the data mitigates 

against this.” (Portland, 2019, pp. 31). Through a process of statistical normalisation Portland 

feels confident that they have mitigated against the worst of this. That said, although 

statistical normalisation goes a long way - that is the act of adjusting data in some way to 

create a equitableness of the data, for example to realign values to a certain scale, or to bring 

the probability distribution into alignment – is not fool proof. 

Portland, and it is unknown of the other indexes using primary/opinion data mentioned in this 

work due to their black boxing of methodology, are also aware of another pitfall highlighted 

by Harzing’s work (pp. 259) and Vos et al. 1996 that runs in parallel to the above issues of 

acquiescence and tending, that is the use of multiple languages in surveying. Specifically, the 

problem is when words are used on a response scale; bad, okay, good for example. Voss et. 

al, as explained in Harzing (2006, pp. 259) has shown “while the magnitude estimates for 

good and very good were 74 and 87 in English, they were 91 and 101 in the equivalent 

Japanese translation.”. That is to say, when one applies words to a Likert scale, rather than 

just using numbers, one adds an additional later to both the acquiescence and tending issues, 

that becomes ever harder to correct through normalisation. To mitigate, Portland only uses 

its 0-10 scale. Something more difficult to address by any of the indexes is the translatability 

of the questions themselves, specifically where adjectives are used. Vos et al. give the 

example of ‘reasonably’ and ‘quite’ not being translatable into two separate words in Japanese 

and Mandarin. Ultimately, even the finest translators in the world cannot mitigate this problem, 

and neither can indexes that use primary, opinion based data. 

Baudrillard introduced the world to the concept of hyperreality, a concerning product of the 

postmodern era: “In hyperreality, the “original” version of an object has no real significance 

since it belongs to a different realm and therefore loses its referential value.” (Wolny, 2017, 

pp. 76). This very real phenomenon might today be better associated with virtual reality and 

artificial intelligence, however Budrillard introduced this concept in the 1980s, a time where 

these digital feats were but a scratch of what they are today. Kauppi (2020) presents an 

envisaging of the hyperreal through his investigations into the Shanghai University Ranking 

(a.k.a. Academic Ranking of World Universities). Kauppi’s point, it would seem, is that when 





one looks at the Shanghai ranking, a strong coalition can be found between it and the 

bequests of Universities; Harvard is the financially ‘richest’ university in the world, and it is the 

top of the Shanghai near-always. This pattern continues down the ranks and the rich-list, and 

hence one could say that there is a hyperreality created, wherein wealth translates into 

academic quality - which is intrinsically in the real world a falsehood.  

The Social Sciences have for a long time faced the ‘significance’ problem - what makes 

probability values (p-value) below <0.05 significant? Yes, a 95% chance of something is high, 

but why is 95% significant when 94% (<0.06) insignificant? Well, for one it is our propensity 

as humans to be drawn to numbers 10 and 5 (Ifra, 2000) - and the logic of a number giving us 

a ‘good feeling’ is totally illogical, but at the very least, we can agree we all convene around it 

as a social scientific ‘truth’. Indeed, this <0.05 p-value has been the subject of intense debate 

amongst the American Statistical Association following a post by Professor Emeritus George 

Cobb (in Wasserstein & Lazar, 206, pp. 129):  

“Q: Why do so many colleges and grad schools teach p = 0.05?, A: Because that's what the scientific 

community and journal editors use. Q: Why do so many people still use p = 0.05? A: Because that’s what 

they were taught in college or grad school.”.  

Ultimately, the association came to an agreement that “a p-values near 0.05 taken by itself 

offers only weak evidence against the null hypothesis” (ibid, pp. 129-130).  Similarly, in more 

modern works further cut of points are often drawn at, for example, 90%, 95% and 99% (e.g. 

World Happiness Report 2019), drawing up even more theoretical and linguistic problems over 

something having ‘more significant’ than another - which cannot really be the case when 

significance really implies a binary. Now, this work brings up this problem not because it is 

directly related to indexes and rankings, although it will be related to the construction of the 

index, but rather to point out that when it comes to interpreting results there is a difficulty in 

understanding what is and what is not a significant difference. To take an example out with 

the world of University Rankings firstly - the World Happiness Report. The below image is a 

direct copy of the presentation of the results of the 2019 iteration of the World Happiness 

Rankings (Helliwell, Layard and Sachs, 2019, pp. 24). 

  





 
World Happiness Report, 2018 

 

We can break the results reporting down into three parts: the rank position (1st, 2nd, 3rd etc); 

the index values (7.769, 7.600, 7.554 etc); and the error bars, visible on the far right of each 

country's colourful bar. The colours can be ignored - and indeed this author sees them as 

problematic as they are simply the work’s estimations of factors that contribute to the 

happiness, the actual index value is all that matters as it is (roughly) the average value given 

to one's happiness in the country for the 2016-2018 period. The error bars are the most 

interesting part, looking at them, we can see that Finland is - without doubt in the context of 

this study - the happiest country in the world, the error bar of Finland does not overlap the 

error bar of Denmark. The authors highlight this as significant (ibid, pp. 23-27). However, if 

one looks at the error bar of Denmark, it overlaps that of Norway, Iceland, the Netherland and 

Switzerland - so although it is most likely that Denmark is the ‘2nd happiest in the world’, this 

needs to be taken with a little caution, as error would allow for any of the countries in 2nd to 

6th place to potentially claim the same using the same year’s data. Now, this is of course often 

going to be the case, but the ignorance of this that is the problem. Ranking is open to mistakes 

an interpretation that can be ‘blown out of proposition’ by the world media and spectators, 

focusing on tank more than the index value. But, one should also look to the index value - and 

much like the 10%, 5% and 1% argument one can debate what is and what is not significant, 

but it would seem that between Denmark’s 7.600 and Norway’s 7.554, that a difference of 

0.006 average happiness on a scale of 0-10, or to scale it up, 6 points on a 10,001 point 

happiness scale. Is this a significant gap between the two? No. Both Soh and Huff agree with 

this assessment: “This is a problem of spurious precision, a difference that has little 

substantive and practical significance. Darrell Huff, author of How to Lie with Statistics (1954), 

aptly once said that a difference is a difference if only it makes a difference” (Soh, 2016, pp. 





5). At risk of being the arbiter of significance’, it would be very difficult to make a claim that 

Denmark and Norway’s difference is anything but insignificant. 

In this author's mind, the most problematic and easily sensationalisable aspect of these nation 

brand lists is the ranking element. When it comes to ranking, instinctively one would think that 

to move from - say - 23rd the year prior to 21st the year current would mean quality has 

improved over the year. It does not, the rank is a relative measure, it is the indexed score that 

is the actual measure of quality. For example, in the Time Higher Education World University 

Rankings, in 2019 the University of Helsinki was ranked joint 99th in the world, with a score 

of 62.4; in 2020 the University of Helsinki has climbed three places to joint 96th, but has seen 

a dip in its scoring to 62.3. Now, one should keep in mind the wise words of Huff here “a 

difference is a difference is only it makes a difference” (in Soh, 2016, pp. 5), but for the sake 

of the argument one could say the actual quality has decreased, even though the perceived 

quality has increased. We struggle to differentiate between relative and absolute values, and 

the term ‘hyperreal’ is ringing in this author's head once more. Again, this is a view shared by 

Soh (2016, pp. 7). Soh’s 2016 work provides a much deeper account of this phenomenon. 





Many have recommended optimal ways to construct a composite index, for example DeVellis 

(2003) and Fetscherin (2010). However, this work - based on the personal recommendation 

of Simon Anholt’s team - shall defer to the Handbook of Constructing Composite Indexes: 

Methodology and User Guide (2008), a guide developed by the OECD in collaboration with 

the European Commission, it will supplement this OECD guidance with guidance from the 

European Commission’s COIN (Competence Centre on Composite Indicators and 

Scoreboards) toolkit. It chooses to do so given their unbiased stance, and more so because 

of the wider pool of intellectuals and experts that have contributed to their tools, as opposed 

to a single researcher or research team.  

The OECD recommends ten steps to take to build a composite index (pp. 20-21): 

  Develop a theoretical framework 

  Select data 

  Resolve missing data 

 Conduct a form of multivariate analysis 

  Normalise 

 Weight and aggregate 

 Conduct a form of uncertainty and sensitivity analysis 

 Return to the data (returning to the component level, sanity checking) 

 Identify links and correlations to other indexes 

 Visualisation of results  

On , this work has - through its theory section - developed a theoretical framework 

on the idea of ‘nation brand’. This step is completed. 

To . So that a comparison can be made between this thesis and current indexes, this 

work will use 2017 data. It does so because, unless otherwise stated in their methodology, 

indexes are released in 2019, and called a 2019 index, but of course releasing an index means 

the only full calendar year of data available are the previous years. For some, especially those 

using polled data, it is wholly possible that all 2018 data is available, however for those using 

secondary data there can be a data lag. Some indexes - such as the Good Country Index - 





simply use the most recent data available. This approach is not ideal, it leads to confusion 

over the time period being measured. Hence, following an initial inspection of potential data, 

only 2017 data shall be used for this index. 

This work has produced two tables: one outlining what governments strive for or promote 

with their nation brands, and the variables used by nine of the leading nation brands and soft 

power indexes. The below table takes the findings from the first (Table 02) and measured the 

eight prominent variables - Culture, Business, Governance, FDI, Education, Tourism, (Skilled) 

Immigration and Exports - and casts it against the current rankings in existence (Table 03). 

 

Ipsos (Anholt-GfK) 
Nation Brands Index ✓  ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Brand Finance  
Nation Brands  

 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  

FutureBrand 
Country Index ✓ ✓   ✓ ✓  ✓ 

Good Country 
Good Country Index ✓  ✓    ✓ ✓ 

Marc Fetscherin, 2010 
Country Brand Strength 

  ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Brand Finance  
Global Soft Power Index ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓    

Portland 
Soft Power 30 ✓  ✓  ✓    

Reputation Institute 
Country RepTrakⓇ ✓ ✓ ✓      

Bloom 
The Digital Country Index 

   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

 

It is reassuring to know that none of the variables featured are rarely used, it is also reassuring 

to know that no index currently uses all the variables this work has identified. The work 

proceeds with the eight variables, given that there could be further refinement at step three. 

Each of the eight must be measured somehow, and this work has selected on the following 

proxies: 

>  Value added at factor cost for the culture sector, European Commission 

>  ‘Ease of Doing Business’ score, World Bank  

>  ‘Global Freedom’ score, Freedom House 





>  FDI flow inwards, United Nations 

> International students enrolled in tertiary education, European Commission  

>  Tourist arrivals and Total tourist spend, United Nations 

>  Immigration (all skills), European Commission 

>  Exports of goods and services, World Bank 

So as to avoid double counting, we have to combine our culture proxies and our tourism 

proxies to create one variable for each. This is done by normalising the data and swimming 

the two values up. This weighs the two aspects of the tourism variable evenly. 

To produce a sound outcome, one must refine the model being built. Steps three to six were 

repeated three times, with improvements being made to the index on each cycle. This work 

will refer to these repeats as ‘models’, with the third model being the final version of the index. 

In step eight, nine more models were be produced to test the soundness of model three - the 

final model. Extracts of the following steps are provided in the appendix, with key tables and 

figures reported in text, some additionally so in the appendix, however for full access to the 

data, this work directs the reader to an open access Google Sheet: 

 

 is to resolve missing data. From the 270 data points (nine variables plus one 

(population), multiplied by 27 countries), eight data points are missing. Three from Culture, 

one from FDI, two from Education and one from Tourism (Visitors). Single Imputation (Unit 

Imputation) via regression imputation is the method of choice to resolve this. What this means 

in practice, is that the work takes each variable in turn as the dependent variable, and 

regresses that against the population variable. The values of use are the ‘B Values’. B Values 

allow this work to calculate where a datapoint could most likely be placed on a line of best fit. 

For example, using Table 05, we can calculate the missing datapoint for Austria within Culture. 

The ‘constant’ value is where the line crosses the y-axis, and the ‘population’ value denotes 

how many units up one shifts on the line per ‘1 unit’ of population, in this case one million 

people, in Austria’s case this is 8.820 million people. Hence: -3193.065 + (1047.497 X 8.820) 

gives us a value of approximately 6045 million euro for Austria’s culture variable in 2017. 

  





 

-3193.065 2193.498  -1.456 0.162 

1047.497 74.097 0.956 14.137 0.000 

 

Multivariate Analysis is the fourth step recommended by the OECD, however this work - due 

using ‘Principal Components’ as its method of choice for multivariate analysis, and wanting to 

create a single tourism variable from the two tourism variables collected, we must first move 

to , normalisation. Normalisation essentially means transforming all the variables to 

use the same unit of measure - it is not possible to add ‘people’ to ‘US$’ meaningfully.  To 

standardise the units/variables, the formula 01 - supplemented by formula 02 - are used, 

which yields the ‘z-score’, or our new unit. What this formula combination does is make the 

mean of the data points of the variable equal to zero, and with a standard deviation of one. 

The z-score is the number of standard deviations away from the mean value (which has now 

been rescaled to be at 0), in other words - and grossly simplified - the distance from the 

average. 

 

𝒛 =  
(𝒙−𝝁)

𝝈
   𝝈 =  

∑(𝒙−𝝁)𝟐

𝒏−𝟏
 

 

 denotes the data-point (i.e. a country’s score within a variable) 

 denotes the mean value of the variable 

 denotes the number of countries 

 denotes the standard deviation 

Now we can return to . Before multivariate analysis can begin properly, there are 

some crucial preparations that need to be made. Firstly, one must examine for extremes or 

outliers in the data. When comprising model one, and from visual checks of the histograms of 

all variables, it is clear a normal distribution pattern cannot be found for all eight variables, 

although it can be for most. This led to a returning to the tidied data sheet to conduct a more 

thorough inspection. This examination leads one to suspect that 1-3 smaller countries could 

be at fault here, causing abnormalities to the overall patterns, most notably of all Luxembourg. 

Hence, and to air on the side of caution, before the multivariate analysis can begin, some 





testing for outliers must be conducted. Specifically, we test by obtaining the Mahalanobis 

Distances (M.D.) through linear regression testing in SPSS. With the M.D. value, the work 

compares this this to the chi-square distribution with the same number of degrees of freedom 

(d.f.) (the d.f. In this case being 8, as we used all 8 variables when obtaining the M.D.s). A new 

variable is calculated comparing the two - the M.D and the Chi-Square – producing a p-value 

of the right-tail of our chi-square distribution, whereby any value that is <0.001 is deemed to 

be an outlier. In model one two countries come close to having a p<0.001, Malta (0.0050), and 

- as expected - Luxembourg (0.0022). This might not be low enough to without a doubt 

exclude the two, but clearly further investigation is justified. With this knowledge, the work 

could move onto a new model. Luxembourg and Malta were removed, but the same problem 

persists, this time with Cyprus being the culprit. Indeed, running the model in full, Cyprus 

emerged in first place of the overall rank. Few would agree that with the current frozen conflict 

Cyprus would have the strongest nation brand - indeed, it only came on top through having 

an noticeably higher FDI score, which in turn suppressed the scores of all other countries in 

the FDI category. Merging the data with the theory, it would seem that having a small 

population size generates an arbitrary positive effect (although being a tax-haven may also 

help). This is likely because six of the original variables are divided by population to generate 

relative values. Although one could consider means to reduce the effect - for example 

squaring all of the populations before dividing them by population to produce higher values - 

in reality there is no full-proof means to mitigate against the problem of small countries. 

Hence, in model three the final model, the three small countries that posed problems for the 

index - Luxembourg, Malta and Cyprus - were all omitted from the index. 

Now, the analysis can begin in proper, and following the guidance of the OECE, Principal 

Components is the analysis form selected. The aim of the multivariate analysis is to reduce 

the number of variables within the model, or more accurately put, to estimate how many of 

our variables are contributing to the overall variance amongst all data points imputed. These 

figures returned by the Principal Components analysis can also allow the work to calculate 

the weighting that should be attributed to each of the variables. On the analysis itself, as 

stated Principal Components is the extraction method of choice, with a Varimax (orthogonal 

rotation) rotation applied - ensuring that there is non-correlation amongst the variables - with 

Kaiser Normalization. To enable as much freedom as possible and with knowledge from 

models one and two, for model three the factors were not restricted by a specific number, 

but rather by eigenvalues returned - the work only retains that which has eigenvalues greater 

than one. 

  





 

3.168 39.605 39.605 3.168 39.605 39.605 2.264 28.303 28.303 

1.305 16.315 55.919 1.305 16.315 55.919 2.048 25.597 53.900 

1.076 13.454 69.373 1.076 13.454 69.373 1.238 15.473 69.373 

0.803 10.044 79.417       

0.552 6.905 86.321       

0.498 6.230 92.552       

0.392 4.906 97.457       

0.203 2.543 100       

 

The model returned a Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of 0.631, and although a value as close to 

1.000 as possible is preferred, anything above 0.600 is traditionally seen as acceptable 

(OECD, 2008). The significance returned was 0.007, below the 0.05 (95%) threshold, and 

hence the multivariate analysis can be seen as statistically significant. What the above table 

tells us, is that the eight variables can be reduced to three components - i.e. they can be 

merged in some way to explain the variance. Note, reducing the variables to components does 

not mean that variables are being removed, rather they can be arranged into three differently 

weighted groups to form three components that explain a significant proportion (69.4%) of 

the variance of the model. It is three components, because three components have 

eigenvalues greater than 1.00. 

The above only reveals the need for three components, hence the work turns to another 

output of the analysis, the Rotated Component Matrix. This is a table that reveals how strongly 

each of the variables map onto the three new components. With this Rotated Component 

Matrix, we can calculate externality of SPSS the Component Loading Squared Scaled to the 

unity sum - giving us the first four columns of Table 07 which this work then squares and 

scales to produce the data needed to calculate the weights - step six. 

  





 

0.820 0.072 0.064 0.673 0.005 0.004 0.297 0.003 0.003 

0.308 -0.107 0.853 0.095 0.011 0.727 0.042 0.006 0.588 

0.117 0.739 0.137 0.014 0.547 0.019 0.006 0.267 0.015 

-0.352 0.539 0.649 0.124 0.290 0.422 0.055 0.142 0.341 

0.415 0.660 0.029 0.172 0.435 0.001 0.076 0.212 0.001 

0.344 0.733 -0.160 0.119 0.538 0.026 0.052 0.263 0.021 

0.761 0.347 0.197 0.579 0.120 0.039 0.256 0.059 0.031 

0.699 0.319 -0.014 0.489 0.101 0.000 0.216 0.050 0.000 

2.264 2.048 1.238             

0.408 0.369 0.223             

 

This work is only interested in loadings in the initial rotated component matrix (columns 2-5) 

of 0.6 or greater, these are highlighted, with the equivalent cells/values highlighted in columns 

6-11. The Component Loading Squared is as it says, e.g. (0.820)2 = 0.673 (the example of 

Culture in Component One). The final three columns – ‘scaled to the unity sum’ – simply rescale 

each of the values in the column to add up to one, hence one could say “Culture accounts for 

29.7% of the variance in component one”. As the work is only interested in initial loadings 

above 0.6, we repeat a similar exercise using the above data to work out the total weightings, 

an example offered here, with all calculations available in the aforementioned Google sheet 

link (bit.ly/CaelumDaviesThesisData): 

 





 

Finally, the first section of steps are completed, and a model could be run with these steps 

completed and a full, final index can be returned. The work has a sound theoretical 

background, that has undergone multiple rounds of refinement and with weights based on 

statistically significant variance. This said, we can test for how certain the work is that the 

model is sound through an uncertainty test, . 

To test the certainty, the work runs a Monte Carlo test. The OECD explains this step best, the 

test works by “exploring all uncertainty sources simultaneously to capture all possible synergy 

effects among uncertain input factors.” (2008, pp. 118). The test - with 2500 parallel datasets 

being used (well above the recommended minimum of 1000) and the random permutations 

approach (as opposed to the more common but less accurate parallel analysis approach) - 

returns the following: 

 

 

Now, these results are not ideal. The raw eigenvalues are the same as the three components 

above - for it is the same model - and hence again we ignore components four to eight. For a 

significant result, one would expect to see the eigenvalues of interest to be greater than the 

95th percentile value returned. For component one this is most certainly the case, but the 

same cannot be said of two or three. So, the only variables this testing returns as being 

significant are those from component one: Culture, Governance and Business. Although the 

aim over recent steps has been to remove variables that add little to the overall variance, 

reducing the index to only these three variables - Culture, Governance and Business - poses 





theoretical problems. For one, Governance and Business are both ranks in and of themselves, 

and are the only variables that are not divided by population. Now, this is not a problem per 

say, but it is crucial to note this difference. One could also argue that of all eight variables - 

which one remembers are justified based on the aims of governments themselves, checked 

by the ranks of current - Governance and Business are ‘internal’ measures, that is they are 

variables that affect the happening within the borders of the country, rather than behaviours 

of those outside. Hence, a reduction to this set of variables is perhaps too great a theoretical 

sacrifice to make. A fourth model was built however, to test the outcomes of doing such a 

thing, including only Culture, Governance and Business, and it does return rather altered and 

illogical rank-positions for the countries compared to model three. Hence, as there is no 

obvious solution to the problems highlighted by step seven, this work proposes maintaining a 

commitment to model three, but to also present the rank positions of alternative models. 

Indeed, returning variations of the model can be considered best practice, as it grants 

additional context to the primary model; it emphasises to audiences that the ‘rank position’ 

should not be seen as sacrament, as a small change in the model can produce changes in the 

positioning. Ultimately however, and although this work has not produced an optimal result 

from step seven despite a statically significant result for the model in step four, it does beg 

the question are other mainstream ranks and indexes conducting such a step? If they use an 

even weighting between their variables, likely not, and indeed likely not to steps six, five or 

four. This will be discussed further in the conclusion, with results of multiple additional models 

produced in the results section. 

 is returning to the data. Post running the model, the final scores can be compared 

to the initial data. It can be seen from Standard Regression Coefficients output the beta values 

are significant (<0.050) (Table 10). The beta values reveal how strong an influence each of 

the eight variables have on the overall score, and hence placement/rank.    

  





 

 

The range of beta values is not as good as it could be, but it is fine. Culture has the strongest 

variance, with Tourism driving the least. These figures in theory, can help a government ‘game’ 

to offer better results in future index runs, and although ‘gaming’ has been discussed as an 

unfair practice - the part that makes this ‘fair’, is that these numbers are available to all. 

Indeed, these numbers also help when producing additional alternative models, for, for 

example, how much does the index alter should be removed ‘Tourism’, being the variable that 

supposedly has the least effect on the overall placement. 

 - drawing comparisons with other ranks - will be completed in the discussion post-

results display. On important conclusion that can be made at this point however is that there 

is no significant relationship between population and the index score of the country, an 

regression of the two with the latter as the dependent variable returns a significance value of 

0.747 in the ANOVA table, far greater than the 0.05 needed to claim significance. Additionally, 

to prove that this rank is not a proxy for GDP, a regression analysis was run, which again 

returned no significant relationship with an ANOVA significance value of 0.560. 

 is displaying the results. Before doing so, it is useful to discuss how best to display 

the results, given the earlier discussion about easy misinterpretation. The art here is providing 

as much information as possible whilst also making the information digestible, one cannot 

overload the audience with information as this intern can lead to greater confusion and greater 

chance of misinterpretation. This work will provide three figures - firstly, the final result of 

model three in table form with final score emboldened, but all variable scores listed also. To 

make the variable scores digestible, a chart will be provided to help the audience see how 





each variable adds and subtracts from the overall score. Finally, a chart will be provided to 

highlight the final model’s rank positions to the eight additional models that were created with 

one variable removed (i.e. composed of seven variables) to one highlight that there is a degree 

of volatility in rank positions when small changes are made, and to help group the countries 

with more confidence as ‘top performers’, ‘higher’, ‘lower’ and ‘bottom’. Indeed, given the 

variation in rank position that can occur, there is something to be said for grouping countries 

as - year on year - there is more meaning from a country moving - for example - from ‘top’ to 

‘higher’ than from ‘6’ to ‘7’. Using the final chart of all potential ranks for grouping means that 

the groupings are data driven, rather than using arbitrary cut-offs of quartiles or fifths (indeed, 

this is the same argument as one makes for not simply using equal weights for all variables). 





 

0.25 0.00 0.24 0.06 0.09 0.10 0.12 0.23 

 

0.17 0.54 -0.04 -0.03 0.07 0.17 0.16 -0.01 

 

-0.01 0.13 0.43 0.17 0.11 0.05 0.06 0.06 

 

0.36 0.12 -0.05 -0.01 0.16 0.04 0.18 0.14 

 

-0.12 -0.16 0.08 0.04 0.21 0.51 0.10 0.09 

 

-0.06 0.13 0.00 0.06 0.13 -0.03 0.06 0.13 

 

0.17 -0.03 -0.08 -0.09 0.07 0.01 0.06 0.08 

 

0.13 -0.13 0.06 -0.07 -0.07 -0.01 0.18 0.12 

 

-0.03 -0.04 0.15 0.04 0.02 0.00 0.04 -0.03 

 

0.23 -0.21 0.03 -0.06 0.07 0.13 0.08 -0.14 

 

0.15 -0.02 0.07 -0.02 -0.07 -0.05 -0.02 -0.01 

 

-0.06 0.06 0.10 -0.04 -0.09 -0.02 0.04 0.00 

 

-0.02 -0.03 -0.12 0.05 0.08 -0.07 0.06 0.02 

 

-0.08 0.02 -0.06 0.07 -0.13 -0.08 0.12 0.01 

 

-0.15 -0.07 -0.11 -0.07 -0.03 -0.05 0.00 0.10 

 

-0.14 -0.04 0.02 -0.06 -0.09 -0.07 -0.08 0.08 

 

0.09 -0.07 -0.10 -0.09 -0.08 -0.09 -0.12 0.03 

 

-0.12 0.07 -0.14 0.21 -0.12 -0.09 -0.10 -0.14 

 

0.02 -0.04 -0.11 -0.05 -0.07 -0.07 -0.04 -0.11 

 

-0.14 -0.03 -0.08 -0.02 -0.19 -0.02 -0.04 -0.04 

 

-0.15 -0.05 -0.09 0.08 0.06 -0.10 -0.12 -0.25 

 

-0.10 -0.05 0.00 -0.02 -0.04 -0.05 -0.39 -0.12 

 

-0.21 -0.06 -0.12 -0.12 0.02 -0.11 -0.14 -0.11 

 

-0.19 -0.04 -0.08 -0.04 -0.13 -0.10 -0.22 -0.13 
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Let us begin with step nine from above, comparison to previous ranks. Ideally, one would be 

able to regress these results with the results of others - something Fetchestin did in 2010, 

and something the OECD too recommends. However, transparency has been lacking as 

discussed, and full rank information is not available. Furthermore, few ranks have covered all 

countries, only a select few. Of course, this rank has only covered a select few countries, but 

grants legitimacy to a country claiming to ‘have the top country brand in the EU’, compared to 

a country claiming based off another rank to have ‘the best country brand globally’ when that 

rank has only covered 30 countries). This work will compare the position of EU countries 

covered by other ranks which use 2017 data (usually named the 2018 rank) ranks, to the 

positioning of this works rank: 

01  DNK 01  DEU 01  DEU 02  FRA 01  SWE 

02  NLD 04  FRA 06  FRA 03  DEU 02  FIN 

03  AUT 06  ITA 08  ITA 08  SWE 09  DNK 

04  SWE 09  SWE 12  ESP 09  NLD 10  NLD 

05  IRL No More Public Data 19  SWE 11  DNK Data No Longer Online 

06  EST  23  POL 12  ITA  

07  DEU  24  BEL 14  ESP  

08  FIN  26  AUT 15  FIN  

09  SVN  27  IRL 16  BEL  

10  BEL  32  DNK 17  AUT  

of 24 EU countries of 50 countries of 100 countries of 30 countries of unknown 

11  FRA   19  IRL  

13  ESP   25  HUN  

17  POL     

19  ITA     

22  HUN     

 





Looking first at Ipsos, it is interesting that given the similarities between the measures used, 

that such different placements are generated. Italy is perhaps the most notable, coming 6th 

overall in Ipsos but almost coming at the bottom of this works index. The difference is perhaps 

explainable by Ipsos being a measure of opinion. For example, and to cast a generalisation, 

one might expect respondents to hold Italy in a positive light when asked about tourism and 

Italy, however when we look at tourists visiting and total spend by such tourists as this work’s 

index does, we see a value of -0.05, meaning it is actually below the average score for the 

variable amongst EU countries. There is a disconnect between primary data and secondary 

data, or perhaps more likely - and has been argued throughout the theory section - the 

indexes are measuring different things - perceptions and reality, despite their titles. 

Fetscherin, in 2010, drew a similar conclusion emphasising that: “each index has its strengths 

and weaknesses and any country branding study should take into account both indexes to 

get a better picture of the situation in terms of “external” perception (NBI) [Anholt] and 

“internal” performance (CBSI) [Fetshcerine].” (pp. 437). Ipsos is measuring country brand 

perceptions, this works index is measuring country brand effectiveness. This indeed could 

ring true when looking at the Portland results. With Portland’s results, which cover many EU 

states, we see slightly more similarities - with Sweden, the Netherlands and Denmark holding 

higher positions, and Finland and Belgium holding more mid-range. Portland used slightly 

different criteria to this works index - whereas they enquired about ‘digital’ and ‘engagement’ 

objectively uniquely, this work uniquely investigates ‘FDI’ and ‘Exports’ and ‘Tourism’. 

Furthermore, Portland - before 2019 - weighted their subjective questions with 30%, which 

will cause further distance between wholly objective indexes’ results such as this one, and 

their result. The Reputation Institute is perhaps closest to this works index, with their top ten 

containing three of this works index’s top four. That said, it is strong perhaps, because there 

is very little information available left online, indeed all previously online web pages from the 

Reputation Institute have since been removed. Whether this closeness would continue 

beyond the Reputation Institute's top ten is unknown. The largest disconnect between this 

work’s index and the indexes of others would be France and Germany. Of EU countries, France 

tops the Portland index for example, but does not even feature in this work’s top ten. This 

could be because of favourable perceptions of France in subjective data, but it is more likely 

because this work - through its dividing all relevant variables by population - has created an 

index that is tilted against countries with a large population. We can be more confident of this 

bias being real, because although using data ten years apart, a similar pattern can be seen 

with Fetscherin’s index that too divided by population, with Germany taking 14th place of the 

31 countries indexed, and smaller countries like Ireland, Austria and the Netherlands 

performing very well (taking 1st, 3rd and 4th place respectively). This said, this work has 





regressed its index against population and GDP – conscious of the Harvard and bequest parity 

example. It has found no significant relationship between population and the index results, 

nor GDP and the index results.  

Overall, the results are not without fault. For one, the Monte Carlo uncertainty test at step 

seven of model construction did not produce a significant result. This said, on the Monte Carlo 

test, one cannot assess if this uncertainty testing is something other indexes have carried 

out? On Fetscherin, the work that that inspired this piece and the one which this piece sought 

to improve upon, one can confirm this this testing was not conducted, and hence we can say 

already - regardless of the results of the index - this work through its testing can now question 

the validity of indexes of this type with statistical evidence to support this concern. Secondly, 

this index only used one proxy for each variable, for example take ‘Culture’, there could be 

many, many ways to measure culture, but this work chose to use the value of cultural exports 

within the EU market. For one, this does not allow the index to be expanded beyond the 

borders of the EU, and secondly, can one really concentrate down the value of a country’s 

culture to a single monetary value? Similarly, and this has been a curse of many an index 

(Fetscherin, 2010, pp. 476), on immigration no differentiation was made between skilled and 

unskilled workers. This said, has it met the aim of this work by producing a more transparent 

and duplicatable index? Yes. Is it based on a strong theoretical foundation with measures 

guided by both academic literature, rival indexes, and the point of view of government. And, 

has it met the criteria expected of it at every level of construction - except for the Monte Carlo 

step? Yes. But of course, this work was not about the index and results per say - it was about 

highlighting the shortcomings of indexing currently and proving that for the most part these 

shortcomings can be overcome - this is what this index has really achieved. 

Before entering into the final remarks, there is one elephant in the room – perhaps which could 

be considered ‘ambulance chasing’ by some – but this author feels is worth mentioning: Covid-

19. The bulk of the work for this thesis began days before the world learnt of the ongoings in 

Wuhan. As this work progressed, so did Covid-19, spreading itself across the globe quickly, 

in turn causing a paragraph on Sars and its effects on China’s natural nation brand being 

edited out. Now, this work is not seeking sympathy of any kind, nor does it want to open a 

can of worms it cannot fully deal with at this late stage, but it does want to highlight that this 

pandemic may have profound effects on some of the key concepts defined in the earlier 

sections of this work, notably globalisation and soft power. Although misattributed to Lenin, 





the quote is still pertinent, “There are decades when weeks happen, and weeks when decades 

happen”; a decade has most certainly taken place over the previous weeks. It will be 

fascinating to see how quickly the definitions given by this work need to be updated, one 

suspects much sooner than would have otherwise been anticipated. Will the fourth wave of 

globalisation as – Della Posta and Rehman allude to - be here soon? Indeed, for nation brand 

ranks and indexes there will be profound effects. How does one factor in tourism to a rank’s 

calculations during a year where tourism does not exist? Where transnational education and 

immigration are essentially stopped? Indeed, this work has been perhaps overly critical of 

indexes that measure perceptions over realties, but when the reality is unmeasurable, we 

have little else but indexes like Ipsos and Portland to offer something meaningful to the 2020 

and 2021 round of results. 

To the conclusion proper. This work had three – admittedly wide – but under-researched aims. 

One, to provide an understanding of ‘nation brand’ from a government/country perspective, 

as opposed to a practitioner’s point of view alone, or that gleaned from a country case study. 

Two, to critically assess the successes and failures of prominent ranks and indexes, 

something last done to the same extent ten years ago by Marc Fetscherine and even then, 

with focus squarely on the (then) Anholt-GfK rank. Three, the crux of the piece, to develop a 

less analytically flawed index of EU country brand strength based, (which was at the time of 

first writing the first new index in five years, and at the time of completion the second new 

index in five years following the Brand Finance Soft Power index) based on the critical 

discussion developed over aims one and two. How well has this work achieved its three aims? 

Firstly, to this author’s knowledge, there is no work that has collated the views of and on 

nation branding and nation brands from a country perspective from as many countries. This 

said, doing something is not the same as doing something well, and there indeed could have 

been room for improvement. Firstly, the analysis was limited by factors such as language. 

Secondly, the analysis was limited by web-page availability. Just because information about 

a governments approach to nation brand/branding could not be found online, does not mean 

that it does not exist. Thirdly, and related to the previous point, the information is not all 

encompassing, that is to say although extensive by quantity of countries covered, is it not 

deep like one would expect in a single country case study. These criticism cast, the work has 

succeeded in so much as the information gained from the exercise was valuable. It could be 

compared and contrasted against the factors considered by the prominent indexes (Table 

04), and it provided a sound theoretical foundation for the index that this work itself created.  





Secondly, this work is confident that it has presented a comprehensive and critical discussion 

of the flaws and successes of the prominent nation ranks, although acknowledges that there 

may be greater emphasis placed on the flaws. This was complimented by a discussion on 

ranks and indexing more generally, drawing too from University ranks. This allowed for a more 

holistic overview to be presented. Notably, this work shone a light on the practice of black 

boxing, the problems of subjectivity and national contexts when surveying, and the common 

misinterpretation of results through presenting ranks rather than indexes.  

Finally, this work can claim with confidence that it did learn from the critical discussion of 

prominent nation ranks. For example, it made all data open access just as the Good Country 

does. Also, it - through Chart 02 - presented the potential range of rank positions a country 

could fall in inspired somewhat by the transparent (and cautious) reporting of the World 

Happiness Report, and in doing so emphasized the ‘pinch of salt’ that one must take when 

reading results. It black boxed nothing, admittedly both an easy, and necessary step for a 

thesis). It crucially also highlighted the result’s shortcomings – the greatest of which being the 

sub-par result of the Monte Carlo test. As Fetscherin did, it compared itself to the results of 

others, identifying expected and unexpected similarities and difference. Crucially, chapter 

05.B provided a very transparent discussion of this work’s index’s shortcomings.  

As for the future, what would this work recommend? Taking each aim in turn, firstly a more 

detailed investigation into what a countries’ aims are when it comes to country branding would 

be beneficial. Be it though interviews or a more detailed literature review, if a richer picture 

can be painted it will allow for a better theoretical grounding to any index created, and indeed 

highlight the synergies and disconnects between branding practitioners and the countries 

themselves. On the second aim, other than devoting more pages to the topic, this work is 

satisfied that little more could be done. However, on the final aim, indeed the core of this 

work, this author would like to see the timeframe extended using the same method. This will 

act both as a reliability and repeatability test, but also allow for richer comparisons to be made 

between it and the current ranks of note. Related, further research into the act of ranking in a 

general sense would be of worth. It is the opinion of this author that aside from the likes of 

Hansen & Flyverbom (2014) not enough has been written on the craft from a social sciences 

perspective. Indeed, the social sciences in general could benefit from a greater understanding 

of quantitative methods, even if just to prevent the proverbial wool to be pulled over one’s 

eyes when trying to comprehend number-based information. 

As a final litmus test, this work returns to Gertner’s 2011 article that found 200 of the 212 

nation branding articles they assessed were “almost entirely based on the authors’ personal 





opinions” (pp. 96). Naturally, this work has put forward opinions at times, but ultimately it is 

theory and data that has driven the work. With confidence, the work claims to be in the bed 

of the 12, and not the 200.  

Where is best? Denmark. Well, perhaps it is the Netherlands, or maybe even Austria. If this 

work leaves any points to resonate in the mind, let it be these two. Firstly, that we need more 

transparency in the world of nation brand rankings. Secondly, that indexes are not the whole 

truth, just one part of a bigger picture.  
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Normalised Data
Country Population Culture FDI Education Tourism Immigration Exports Governance Business

Austria 8.8199020 -0.0488773 0.8961866 3.2130344 2.0927102 1.0643799 0.3828960 0.4465412 0.5532957

Belgium 11.4197520 1.4704319 -1.4679504 0.2226238 -0.6886070 0.6712535 1.0072418 0.5960111 -1.2271273

Bulgaria 7.1024520 -1.1988527 -0.2983992 -0.5996906 -0.5366910 -1.1915597 -0.7840661 -1.6011959 -1.1699458

Croatia 4.1828470 -0.7596595 0.5213126 -1.0794943 2.5416818 -1.1631332 -0.7238874 -0.7492177 -1.2245281

Czechia 10.6410320 -0.4061833 0.4094588 0.7525903 -0.4473045 -0.8761470 -0.1654919 0.2970714 -0.0367131

Denmark 5.7322770 1.5893960 0.0157450 1.8075349 0.7331629 0.8872440 0.7403838 0.8949508 1.9880307

Estonia 1.3193890 -0.3733142 0.9499733 -0.0346929 0.7223602 1.2323921 -0.2072943 0.4465412 1.1407053

Finland 5.5113720 0.8037751 -0.9393500 0.4202684 -0.8737176 -0.6530956 -0.0942306 1.3433604 1.0289415

France 64.8425130 0.9516253 -0.1743748 0.5156335 -0.2043026 -0.6702600 -0.3923579 -0.1513382 -0.0731013

Germany 82.6584090 1.0907863 -0.1915633 -0.5773018 -1.0556964 0.6712769 0.1143556 0.4465412 0.6728569

Greece 10.5694490 -0.9368167 -0.3326827 -0.6571098 1.0298368 0.5531038 -0.7401015 -0.8986876 -2.1810181

Hungary 9.7298220 -0.6037636 -0.3413516 0.0248163 -0.2658680 -0.3480588 -0.3700825 -2.8417958 -1.0451863

Ireland 4.7532810 -0.7651609 -1.1436666 0.6105092 0.4854253 2.0189508 3.8697675 0.7454810 0.8054140

Italy 60.6736940 0.1532241 -0.3052088 -0.7982832 -0.5667338 -0.6801759 -0.5293132 -0.3008081 -0.9646124

Latvia 1.9510970 -0.9172314 -0.2873198 0.1396518 -0.7785169 -0.8239504 -0.5487171 -0.5997478 0.7404350

Lithuania 2.8454190 -0.9559355 -0.4834205 -0.8099680 -0.8360800 -0.3077356 -0.3906605 -0.0018684 0.8989836

Netherlands 17.0213430 1.0617255 3.7952008 -0.2786870 -0.3370547 0.6828377 1.2698858 1.1938905 -0.0990929

Poland 37.9531760 0.5937897 -0.4665222 -0.7407236 -1.1573250 -0.7160730 -0.6701751 -0.8986876 0.2310001

Portugal 10.2885270 -0.5054737 0.1146884 -0.4624659 0.8618049 -1.2022067 -0.5747792 0.8949508 0.1114389

Romania 19.6539660 -1.3126506 -0.4219480 -0.9286863 -1.5235729 0.1572215 -0.8494455 -1.0481574 -0.9204267

Slovakia 5.4479030 -0.9136393 -0.2303234 -0.5749630 -0.1987516 -1.7596611 -0.1392278 -0.3008081 -0.3927977

Slovenia 2.0763950 -0.1759584 -0.2857454 1.1506636 0.5283192 0.1646960 0.0229623 0.2970714 -0.2576415

Spain 46.6474250 -0.1430469 -0.1893658 -0.9325672 0.6100127 0.7489523 -0.5336307 0.4465412 0.1582237

Sweden 9.9048950 2.3018099 0.8566271 -0.3826926 -0.1350920 1.5397484 0.3059684 1.3433604 1.2628657





 
 

Statistics

Culture FDI Education Tourism Immigration Exports Governance Business

N Valid 24.000 24.000 24.000 24.000 24.000 24.000 24.000 24.000

Missing 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Std. Deviation 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Variance 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Range 3.614 5.263 4.293 4.065 3.779 4.719 4.185 4.169

Minimum -1.313 -1.468 -1.079 -1.524 -1.760 -0.849 -2.842 -2.181

Maximum 2.302 3.795 3.213 2.542 2.019 3.870 1.343 1.988

Correlation Matrix

Culture FDI Education Tourism Immigration Exports Governance Business

Correlation Culture 1.000 0.205 0.236 -0.127 0.388 0.259 0.578 0.417

FDI 1.000 0.065 0.244 0.157 0.038 0.264 0.129

Education 1.000 0.350 0.332 0.383 0.304 0.394

Tourism 1.000 0.188 0.099 0.124 -0.044

Immigration 1.000 0.630 0.442 0.364

Exports 1.000 0.473 0.334

Governance 1.000 0.617

Business 1.000

Sig. (1-tailed) Culture 0.168 0.133 0.278 0.030 0.111 0.002 0.021

FDI 0.382 0.126 0.231 0.430 0.106 0.274

Education 0.047 0.057 0.032 0.074 0.028

Tourism 0.190 0.322 0.282 0.420

Immigration 0.000 0.015 0.040

Exports 0.010 0.055

Governance 0.001

Business

KMO and Bartlett's Test

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.0.631

Bartlett's Test of SphericityApprox. Chi-Square 49.597

df 28.000

Sig. 0.007

Total Variance Explained
Component Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings

Total % of VarianceCumulative %Total % of VarianceCumulative %Total % of VarianceCum. %
1 3.168 39.605 39.605 3.168 39.605 39.605 2.264 28.303 28.303
2 1.305 16.315 55.919 1.305 16.315 55.919 2.048 25.597 53.900
3 1.076 13.454 69.373 1.076 13.454 69.373 1.238 15.473 69.373
4 0.803 10.044 79.417
5 0.552 6.905 86.321
6 0.498 6.230 92.552
7 0.392 4.906 97.457
8 0.203 2.543 100.000

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

Component Matrix Rotated Component Matrix
Component Component
ONE TWO THREE ONE TWO THREE

Culture 0.655 -0.426 0.268 Culture 0.820 0.072 0.064
FDI 0.313 0.287 0.808 FDI 0.308 -0.107 0.853
Education 0.600 0.379 -0.275 Education 0.117 0.739 0.137
Tourism 0.223 0.883 0.080 Tourism -0.352 0.539 0.649
Immigration 0.743 0.091 -0.219 Immigration 0.415 0.660 0.029
Exports 0.705 0.053 -0.427 Exports 0.344 0.733 -0.160
Governance 0.819 -0.172 0.195 Governance 0.761 0.347 0.197
Business 0.716 -0.278 0.030 Business 0.699 0.319 -0.014
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
2 components extracted. Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.

Rotation converged in 3 iterations.





 

 

Adapted Rotated Component Matrix

Component Component Loading Squared

ONE TWO THREE ONE TWO THREE ONE TWO THREE

Culture 0.820 0.072 0.064 0.673 0.005 0.004 0.297 0.003 0.003

FDI 0.308 -0.107 0.853 0.095 0.011 0.727 0.042 0.006 0.588

Education 0.117 0.739 0.137 0.014 0.547 0.019 0.006 0.267 0.015

Tourism -0.352 0.539 0.649 0.124 0.290 0.422 0.055 0.142 0.341

Immigration 0.415 0.660 0.029 0.172 0.435 0.001 0.076 0.212 0.001

Exports 0.344 0.733 -0.160 0.119 0.538 0.026 0.052 0.263 0.021

Governance 0.761 0.347 0.197 0.579 0.120 0.039 0.256 0.059 0.031

Business 0.699 0.319 -0.014 0.489 0.101 0.000 0.216 0.050 0.000

Explained Varience 2.264 2.048 1.238

Communality 0.408 0.369 0.223

Weighting Calculation

Component ONE

CLSSUS Rescaled Index Weight

Culture 0.297 0.387 0.158

Governance 0.256 0.333 0.136

Business 0.216 0.281 0.115

Sum 0.769

Component TWO

CLSSUS Rescaled Index Weight

Education 0.267 0.360 0.133

Immigration 0.212 0.286 0.106

Exports 0.263 0.354 0.131

Sum 0.742

Component TWO

CLSSUS Rescaled Index Weight

FDI 0.588 0.633 0.141

Tourism 0.341 0.367 0.082

Sum 0.928

Component Loading Squared (Sclaed 
To The Unity Sum)

ANOVA

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

1 Regression 0.042 1 0.042 0.107 .747b

Residual 8.725 22 0.397

Total 8.767 23

a Dependent Variable: Score

b Predictors: (Constant), Population

ANOVA

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

1 Regression 0.137 1 0.137 0.35 .560b

Residual 8.63 22 0.392

Total 8.767 23

a Dependent Variable: Score

b Predictors: (Constant), GDP
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